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INTRODUCTION 
Plant stinging hairs have been of scientific interest since their 
first description by Robert Hooke in 1665 (Fig. 1). Each hair usually 
consists of an elongated, tapered, stinging cell, with a constriction just 
below the tip, and a bulbous base which is embedded in a multicellular 
sheathing pedestal. The tip breaks off upon slight contact, transforming 
the stinging cell into a miniature hypodermic needle capable of 
penetrating the skin and injecting its contents. 
Although stinging hairs of this type are commonly associated only 
with the nettle family (Urticaceae), they are known from the following 
genera in four dicotyledonous families; 
1. Urticaceae - Urtica, Laportea, Girardinia, Urera, Fleurya, 
Nanocnide, Obetia, Sceptorocnlde, Gyrotaenia, Scepocarpus, and 
Hesperocnide 
2. Euphorbiaceae - Cnidoscolus (Jatropha)^, Tragia, Dalechampia, 
Platygyne. Acidoton, Cnesmone. Ccneoomon. Plachystylldium, 
Tragella and Sphaerostylis 
3. Loasaceae - Loasa, Blumenbachia. Caiophora, Eucnlde, Grondvia, 
Cevallia and Fuertesla 
4. Hydrophyllaceae - Wlgandia 
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Linnaeus (1753) included Cnidoscolus In Jatropha. McVaugh (1944, 
1945) and Miller and Webster (1962) have supported Cnidoscolus as being 
distinct from Jatropha and have concluded that all species with stinging 
hairs belong in Cnidoscolus. By this interpretation, all earlier stinging 
hair references fco Jatropha can be referred to Cnidoscolus species. 
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Malpighia urens (Halpighiaceae) has also been reported to possess 
stinging hairs (DeCandolle, 1832; Small, 1907; Solereder, 1908; Niedenzu, 
1928; Metcalfe and Chalk, 1950) . However, as early as 1837, Meyen noted 
that Malpighia possessed hairs (Fig. 2) which caused irritations by simple 
mechanical puncturing that did not Involve tip breakage or toxins. 
Aside from their unusual structure, stinging hairs are of interest 
because they cause toxic reactions ranging from mild skin irritation to 
death, depending on the plant species and contacting animal involved. 
Bennett (1860) reported that horses in Australia were incapacitated 
for several days from the sting of certain unidentified nettles. Accord­
ing to Bailey and Gordon (1887), ". . . the stinging hairs of Laportea 
moroides ('Gympie bush') have frequently caused the death of horses." 
Urtica gigas ("tree of the settlers") has also killed horses in New 
Zealand (Bailey, 1906; Cleland, 1912; Aston, 1923). 
Dogs contacting unidentified Urtica species during field trials in 
the southern United States have been reported to stagger, salivate 
profusely, gag and vomit (Clark, 1958; Davis, 1958; Hayes, 1958). 
One of the nettles most dangerous to man is Urtica urentissima 
("devil leaf"), which may produce ". . . pain for years after, especially 
in damp weather, and occasionally death from tetanus is the result" 
(Schleiden, 1849). Bancroft (1889) noted that "... after being 
nettled, one is reminded of the fact for several days, and in exceptional 
cases for weeks whenever the nettled part is wet." Jatropha (Cnidoscolus) 
urens is also considered to be extremely dangerous to man and livestock 
(Lutz, 1914). 
Only one human fatality following a nettle sting has been reported, by 
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Winkler (1922) in New Guinea. Conversely,Australian aborigines have been 
known to treat rheumatism with nettle stings, and they also considered the 
fruits of certain species to be edible (Bailey, 1909). 
Although stinging hairs have been studied for more than 300 years, 
much of the work has been fragmentary and questionable, particularly that 
dealing with toxicology. The purpose of this investigation was to review 
all existing published studies of stinging hairs, to investigate the 
comparative anatomy and comparative fine structure of representative 
stinging hairs, and to re-examine theories of stinging hair toxicology. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
No literature review has been published dealing exclusively with 
plant stinging hairs. Several general reviews have dealt in part with 
stinging hair morphology (Haberlandt, 1886; Solereder, 1908; Netolitsky, 
1932; Uphof, 1962). No general review has been published on stinging hair 
toxicology. 
Stinging Hair Morphology 
This review deals successively with genera in descending order of 
number of published studies within the Urticaceae, Euphorbiaceae, 
Loasaceae, and Hydrophyllaceae. All known investigators and genera 
studied are summarized in Table 1, and only major studies are treated 
below. 
Urticaceae 
Urtica The first published report was by Hooke (1665), who 
Illustrated stinging hairs in Urtica sp. (Fig. 1). He also speculated on 
how the poison contained in these hairs penetrated the skin, comparing the 
stinging mechanism to that of a wasp. 
Guettard (1745) classified all known trichomes according to their 
external morphology, distinguishing 20 different types. He regarded 
stinging hairs of nettles as secretory trichomes. Later, Schrank (1749) 
classified nettle stinging hairs as sessile glands which secreted an 
unidentified sap. 
Eble (1831) published a classification scheme for trichomes similar 
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to that of Schrank (1749), but included new types. He is reported to have 
only superficially described stinging hairs of nettles, adding nothing 
1 
new . 
A descriptive account of stinging hairs was published by Meyen (1837), 
who defined them as glands which secrete irritating substances. He 
described and illustrated the morphological similarity among the bristle, 
glandular and stinging hairs of Urtica dioica and IJ. urens. 
Jussieu (1849) redescribed stinging hairs of Urtica, but added no new 
information concerning their structure. He did, however, speculate that 
the toxin in Urtica stinging hairs might originate from a mass of glandu­
lar cells within the pedestal, with the lumen of the protruding stinging 
cell serving merely as a duct. 
Bahrdt (1849) first described external wart-like markings on the 
stinging cell wall. He believed that they were cell contents which had 
oozed through the wall and coagulated on the surface. Schacht (1856), in 
contrast, considered these surface markings to be merely cuticular 
thickenings. Schacht did agree with previous workers that the pedestal of 
the stinging hair is the site of toxin synthesis and that the pedestal was 
an extension of subepidermal parenchyma tissue; 
Neither Weddell (1854) nor Ducharte (1877) presented any new informa­
tion concerning stinging hair morphology, but they did suggest that the 
site of toxin synthesis was somewhere in the stinging cell. 
1 
A rare work not available. This is only the opinion of Rauter 
(1872). I felt that Eble should be mentioned for historical completeness 
and because Rauter could have.erred in his judgment. 
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Wicke (1861) reported silicic acid in the stinging cell wall of 
Urtica dloica and IJ. urens, particularly at, or near, the tip. Rouppert 
(1925) investigated the deposition of silica in both species. 
Duval-Jouve (1867) regarded the pedestal in Urtica as the site of 
toxin synthesis, and believed that toxin expulsion was assisted by a 
contraction of the stinging cell at the time the apical knob was ruptured. 
He described stinging cell wall markings similar to those mentioned by 
Bahrdt (1849) and Schacht (1856), but on uhe inner, as well as the outer, 
surface. 
There are in Urtica, in addition to stinging hairs (Brennhaare), 
somewhat similar non-stinging hairs (Borstenhaare) (Fig. 3) and glandular 
hairs (Kopfchendrusen) (Fig. 4). Weiss (1867), for example, erroneously 
described the ontogeny of the bristle hair, believing it was the stinging 
hair. 
Rauter (1872) first accurately described the ontogeny of all three 
types of hairs in Urtica dioica. He showed that they are all initiated as 
a conical bump from an epidermal cell. A stinging hair initial is soon 
easily distinguished from the other two initials because it quickly 
develops a swollen ape;t. After the stinging cell has elongated considera­
bly by intercalary growth, the pedestal is initiated. Cell divisions occur 
first in the epidermis, followed shortly by divisions in the subepidermal 
layer. A column of cells, the central region of the mature pedestal, is 
derived from the subepidermis (Fig. 5). In the mature stinging hair, 
Rauter noted conspicuous simple pit pairs in the wall between the bulbous 
basal region of the stinging cell and adjacent pedestal cells. He felt 
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that these pits allowed toxins synthesized in the pedestal to enter the 
stinging cell. 
Martinet (1872) did rot illustrate or mention pits in the bulbous 
base of the stinging cell or the conspicuous wall markings mentioned by 
Bahrdt (1849), Schacht (1856) and Duval-Jouve (1867). In addition, he did 
not believe that toxin synthesis was restricted to either pedestal or 
stinging cells, but occurred instead in the basal region of the stinging 
cell and the adjacent cell layer of the pedestal. He based this largely 
on experimental evidence, testing stinging hairs with litmus paper. All 
parts of the stinging cell and the adjacent layer of pedestal cells gave 
an acidic reaction. However, when he tested pedestal cells further from 
the bulbous base, the reaction was neutral. 
Gravis (1886), in IJ. dioica, illustrated what he thought were 
abnormal stinging hair forms. These appear to be merely developmental 
stages of normal stinging hairs prior to pedestal formation. 
Haberlandt (1886) reviewed much of the previous stinging hair litera­
ture, and added some original observations. This served as the basis of 
his discussion of stinging hairs in his well known text (Haberlandt, 1914). 
The apex and adjacent portions of the Urtlca stinging cell wall are 
silicified; the amount of silica gradually decreases basipetally. 
Calcification begins concomitantly with the decrease in silica and 
ultimately entirely replaces the silica near the base of the hair. The 
stinging cell tip shears off along a plane predetermined by the structure 
and relative thickness of the wall, resulting in a lancet-shaped point 
capable of piercing the skin. The point of the broken stinging cell is 
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thus similar to the cannula of a hypodermic needle (Fig. 6, 7, 16). The 
enlarged base of the stinging cell possesses numerous pits and is seated 
in a cup-like pedestal (Fig. 8). 
Few cytological studies have been made in Urtica. Wiesner (1906) 
noted that cyclosis in the stinging cell of IJ. dioica was approximately 
at the rate of 0.3 mm per minute. Tschermak-Woess and Hasitschka (1954) . 
showed that the stinging hair nucleus of U. pilulifera can be up to 64 
ploid (i.e. 1024 chromosomes), with a base number of n = 16 (Tschermak-
Woess and Hasitschka, 1953). Marty (1968), in the only published study 
of stinging hairs involving electron microscopy, attempted to demonstrate 
the role of the endoplasmic reticulum, plasmalemma and vacuoles in 
acetylcholine secretion within the stinging cell of IJ. urens. 
Girardlnia Stinging hairs in this East Asian genus have been 
studied by Rouppert (1914, 1916). They appear to develop much as do those 
of Urtica. The cuticle of the pedestal appears to be continuous with that 
of the stinging cell (Fig. 11) and there are more sheathing cells in the 
pedestal than in Urtica (Fig. 12, 13). The pedestal cells are reported to 
grow acropetally between the cuticle and the stinging cell wall (Rouppert, 
1914). Although the stinging cell may reach a length of 20 mm, most of it 
is covered by pedestal sheathing cells (Fig. 12, 13). 
Silica deposition begins in the apical region of the wall after the 
stinging cell reaches its full length, thereafter progressing basipetally 
(Fig. 14). Silica deposition begins with "minute droplets" appearing on 
the inner surface of the primary wall. These were thought to be small 
vesicles containing silica. 
Rouppert (1914, 1916) noted that guttation occurred in Girardinia and 
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was of the opinion that the stinging hairs functioned as hydathodes. 
Urera Besecke (1909) described the stinging hair of Urera 
baccifera as being similar to those of Urtica. The stinging cell is 
initiated as an evagination of a protoderm cell, and shortly thereafter 
the characteristic asymmetrical swollen apex forms. As the stinging cell 
elongates by intercalary growth, the pedestal forms by anticlinal and 
periclinal divisions of the epidermis and subepidermis. The mature 
stinging hair possesses a bulbous tip which resembles that of Wigandla 
(Schleiden, 1849) (Fig. 9, 10). 
Laportea Weddell (1854), Ducharte (1877), Haberlandt (1886), 
Kohl (1889), and Solereder (1908) merely described stinging hairs of 
Laportea as being similar to those of Urtica. 
Euphorbiaceae 
Cnidoscolus Meyen (1837) felt that stinging hairs of Jatropha 
(Cnldoscolus) were similar to those of Urtica, the only difference being 
that the stinging cell tip of Cnidoscolus was symmetrical (Fig. 15). His 
observations of Cnidoscolus were made on stinging hairs from the leaf 
margin. These, however, differ from those on the stem. 
DeCandolle (1832) considered the pedestal of Jatropha (Cnidoscolus) 
to be a glandular tubercle, which upon contact with the stinging cell 
secreted a caustic liquid, which he speculated might be similar to snake 
venom. 
Haberlandt (1886, 1914) noted that in Jatropha (Cnidoscolus) the neck 
of the stinging cell was thin on the concave side, but much thicker on the 
convex side (Fig. 16). Fracturing occurred in the neck region where the 
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thickened layers of the wall were sharply bent (Fig. 17). 
Tragia Criiger (1855) first described the "stinging hair" of 
Tragia volubilis as a bundle of four or five long cells, one of which was 
centrally located. The central cell subtended a peculiar acuminate 
terminal cell, which was pitted at its base. Such stinging hairs, 
although unlike those previously mentioned, have traditionally been 
included with the others. 
Stahl (1888) and Kohl (1889) described the stinging hair of Tragia 
volubilis as consisting of an elongate central cell, surrounded laterally 
by three long, thick-walled cells, and bearing a delicate terminal cell 
containing one, occasionally two, large crystals of calcium oxalate. 
Ritterhausen (1892) distinguished between small and large stinging 
cells of Tragia, while Kohl (1889) described only the large type. The 
smaller "simple" stinging hair consisted of only a single cell with a 
crystal of calcium oxalate suspended by cellulose strands in its tip. 
The base of the crystal was described as having two to three small truncate 
projections. 
Knoll (1905), in an extensive morphological study of Tragia volubilis, 
disagreed with Stahl (1888), Kohl (1889) and Ritterhausen (1892) on the 
interpretation of small and large stinging hairs, believing that the small 
hairs merely represented developmental stages of the larger ones. He 
first observed that the central stinging cell was clearly subepidermal in 
origin, differing from stinging cells of the Urticaceae, Euphorbiaceae, 
and Loasaceae. In addition. Knoll pointed out that only the central cell 
is the stinging cell, while the outer ones are merely accessory cells 
(Fig. 18, 19). He believed that the apical region of the central cell 
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contained a calcium oxalate crystal suspended by strands of cellulose. He 
therefore interpreted the "terminal cell" containing the crystal as only 
the modified tip of the central cell. He also believed that the lateral 
cells were multinucleate while the central cell was uninucleate. 
The stinging mechanism of Tragia is unusual in that the crystal is 
ejected from the cell upon contact and punctures the skin (Knoll, 1905) 
(Fig. 20). The initial stinging sensation is therefore merely mechanical; 
a secondary reaction occurs when other contents of the central cell enter 
the wound formed by the crystal. Ritterhausen (1892) believed that the 
central cell contained formic acid, but no recent toxin identification has 
been made. 
Rao and Sundararaj (1951) described the stinging hair of Tragia 
cannabina as consisting of a multicellular, non-chlorophyllous pedestal 
supporting three columnar cells surmounted by the actual stinging cell. 
The pedestal was reported to be subepidermal in origin and the apical cell 
contained a calcium oxalate raphide crystal. They speculated that the 
toxin originated in the columnar supporting cells and was then transported 
to the stinging cell. Their description of the stinging hairs of Tragia 
largely agrees with the findings of Crilger (1855), Stahl (1888), Kohl (1889) 
and Ritterhausen (1892), who believed that a separate terminal cell, 
possessing a crystal, was supported atop a central pedestal cell. Knoll 
(1905) pointed out that such is not the case, in Tragia volubilis, where 
the distal portion of the central cell is modified and houses the crystal. 
Knoll made no mention of a parenchymatous pedestal of subepidermal origin. 
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Dalechampia Knoll (1905) described the ontogeny of stinging hairs 
of Dalechampia Roezlinana. Although somewhat uncertain, he felt that they 
developed like those of Tragia. The central cell is initiated in the 
subepidermal layer and Intrudes among the epidermal cells (Fig. 21). 
Shortly after the central cell has emerged, its apical crystal already 
appears to be fully developed. The surrounding three or four epidermal 
cells then become the lateral cells surrounding and supporting the stinging 
cell (central cell), which contains large quantities of protein. 
In some cases. Knoll reported that the stinging cell was fully 
developed but lacked lateral cells. Such hairs appeared similar to the 
"small hairs" described by Rittenhausen (1892) in Tragia. In most cases, 
however, the lateral cells continued to keep pace with the enlarging 
stinging cell. The lateral cells sometimes appeared twisted in a helical 
fashion (Fig. 22). 
Loasaceae 
Loasa Meyen (1837) provided the first morphological description 
of the stinging hair of Loasa. He likened it to that of the nettles 
because both possessed a small asymmetrical bulbous tip and a multicellu­
lar pedestal (Fig. 23). Martinet (1872) observed that apical tip formation 
in the stinging hair of Loasa also appeared very similar to Urtica. 
Haberlandt (1886) described the apical bulbous region (Fig. 24) and 
the line of fracture following decapitation (Fig. 25). He also reported 
that the stinging cell walls were almost entirely calcified, except for a 
thin siliceous outer region extending basipetally from the bulbous tip. 
Greinert (1886) described three types of stinging hairs in Loasa, 
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based on the extent of apical tip formation. Two hair types resembled 
the bristle-hairs of the nettles rather than stinging hairs. Such hairs 
possessed a single large, acuminate cell whose bulbous base was 
surrounded by a multicellular pedestal. While the stinging cell wall 
appeared similar to that of the nettles, no asymmetrical tip was present. 
Kiister-Winkelmann (1914) repeated most of the work of Greinert (1886) 
and Haberlandt (1886). She described numerous morphological variations 
in the apex of the stinging cell of Loasa vulcanica, noting that about 
half of them had apices unlike the typical asymmetrical tip of nettles. 
Such straight hairs did not possess a thin-walled fracture line. The 
entire upper half of the cell wall, instead, was thick (Fig. 26), She 
also described the stinging bristle (Brennborsten) as consipting of a 
single "plasma-rich" cell with an acuminate apex and a base embedded in 
a typical multicellular pedestal. She did not follow its ontogeny, 
however. Such hairs might be comparable to those described by Greinert 
(1886), but without asymmetrical tips. 
Ontogenetic studies (Greinert, 1886; Kïister-Winkelmann, 1914) of 
Loasa stinging hairs suggest that their development is similar to that 
described for Urtica. 
Blumenbachia and Caiophora Greinert (1886) merely described the 
stinging hairs of Blumenbachia and Caiophora as being identical to those 
of Loasa." 
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Hydrophyllaceae 
Wlgandla Schieiden (1849) provided a cursory description of the 
stinging hair of Wigandia. It consists of an elongated stinging cell 
with an apical knob and a supporting pedestal. Haberlandt (1886) 
illustrated various morphological forms of the apical tip (Fig. 9, 10). 
The tip is symmetrical, but no mention is made in the literature 
concerning the mechanism by which it breaks off. 
Experimental Morphology 
An unusual reaction has been observed within stinging cells in 
response to injury. If the tip is broken off, a granular cytoplasmic mass 
may form immediately beneath, or at some distance from, the opening. This 
was first described by Weiss (1867), who noted the formation of a 
"laminated filling mass" in a decapitated bristle hair of Urtica dioica. 
Kallen (1882) noted in Urtica the formation of a "filling mass" in old 
stinging hairs. A similar filling mass was found in decapitated stinging 
hairs of Loasa. Korn (1944) provided the most comprehensive study of 
filling mass formation of Urtica dioica. 
Kiister (1903) described regeneration of the apical region in a 
decapitated stinging hair of dioica (Fig. 27). 
Palla (1906) demonstrated that the distal part of the stinging cell 
of jj. dioica, when severed from its bulbous base and cultured in a sugar 
solution, could seal itself by wall formation. This wall could reach 
considerable thickness, in spite of the fact that the nucleus was not in 
this region of the cell. 
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Table 1. Summary of authors (and major reviews) and genera in which 
stinging hairs have been studied morphologically 
Urticaceae Euphorbiaceae Loasaceae 
Authors 
CO 
CO to •H 
nJ 3 •H 
tO •H rH a u 
C to O B to w 
•H 0) O to o (0 •v 4J Ul tO a M CJ M to k o •H O to 2 p. 
•H Cd w O T3 M (U (0 B O 
U M <U p. •H to r4 to 3 •H 
W •H W to a M to o r4 to 
n o 5 u H P •J m CJ 
Hydro-
phyllaceae 
cd 
•H 
I 
is 
Hoc'ce (1665) X 
Guettard (1745) X X 
Schrank (1749) X 
Eble (1831) X 
DeCandolle (1832) X X 
Meyen (1837) X X X 
Bahrdt (1849) X 
Jussieu (1849) X X X 
Schleiden (1849) X X X 
Weddell (1854) X X X X 
Gruger (1855) X 
linger (1855) X 
Wicke (1861) X 
Von Mohl (1861) X 
Duval-Jouve (1867) X X 
Weiss (1867) X X X 
Rauter (1872) X 
Martinet (1872) X X X X 
Sachs (1873) X X X 
Delbrouch (1875) X X X 
Ducharte (1877) X X X X X 
Kallen (1882) X 
Gravis (1886) X 
Greinert (1886) X X X  
Haberlandt (1886) X X X X X 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
Urticaceae Euphorblaceae Loasaceae Hydro-
phyllaceae 
Authors 
CO ca •H 
nJ p •H X CO •H 1—1 Cl O 
a CO o G CO M 
•H <D u CO •n O 
cd 'O W 03 (d 43 d 
a M (d M O •H a cO 2 p. 
•H cd u O bc <D CO S O 
•u M (V (X •H cd «H cO 0 •H 
M 'H u cd a M CO o rH cO 
P O t) o H P PQ U 
tfl 
•H 
ta 
n db| 
•H 
5: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Stahl (1888) 
Kohl (1889) 
Ritterhausen (1892) 
Klemm (1895) 
Kuster (1903) 
Knoll (1905) 
Palla (1906) 
Wiesner (1906) 
Solereder (1908) 
Besecke (1909) 
Strausberger (1910) 
Kuster-Winkelmann (1914) 
Rouppert (1914) 
Rouppert (1916) 
Rouppert (1925) x 
Lundegardh (1922) x 
Jakovljevic (1929) 
Netolitsky (1932) x 
Korn (1944) 
. Metcalfe and Chalk (1951) x 
Rao and Sundararaj (1951) 
Tschermak-Woess and 
Hasitaschka (1953) 
(1954) 
Uphof (1961) 
Barber and Shone (1966) 
Marty (1968) 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X  
X X X  
X X X  
X 
X X X  
X X 
X X X  
X X X  
X X X  
X X X  
X 
X 
X X X  
X X X  
X 
X 
Figure 1. Abaxial leaf surface of Urtica sp. with stinging 
hairs. (Redrawn from Hooke, 1665) 
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Figure 2. Trichoma of Malpighla urens. Drawn from a cleared leaf 
Figure 3. Borstenhaare of Urtica dioica. (Redrawn from Rauter, 1872) 
Figure 4. Kopfchendriisen of Urtica dioica. (Redrawn from Rauter, 
1872) 
Figure 5. Pedestal and stinging cell of Urtica dioica. Note the 
central columella (arrow). Redrawn from Rauter, 1872) 
Figure 6. A stinging cell tip of Urtica dioica. Line a-b indicates 
the line of fracture. (Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but with the tip broken off along line a-b. 
(Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
Figure 8. Stinging hair pedestal of Urtica showing numerous pits in 
the wall between the stinging cell and pedestal cells. 
(Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
Figure 9-10. Variation of stinging cell tip in Wigandla urens. 
(Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
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Figure 11. 
Figure 12. 
Figure 13. 
Figure 14. 
Figure 15. 
Figure 16. 
Figure 17. 
Figure 18. 
Stinging hair of Girardinia cuspldata. Stippled 
represents the extensive sheathing pedestal. (Redrawn 
from Rouppert, 1914) 
Enlargement showing details of sheathing pedestal 
cells in Girardinia cuspidata. (Redrawn from Rouppert, 
1914) 
Pedestal and basal region of the stinging hair in 
Girardinia cuspidata. (Redrawn from Rouppert, 1914) 
Stinging cell tip of Girardinia cuspidata. (Redrawn 
from Rouppert, 1914) 
Stinging hair of Cnidoscolus. (Redrawn from Meyen, 1837) 
Stinging cell tip of Jatropha stimulata. Line a-b 
indicates the line of fracture. (Redrawn from Haberlandt, 
1886) 
Same as Figure 16 but with the tip broken off along line 
a-b. (Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
Longisection through a mature stinging hair of Dalechampla 
roezllana. (Redrawn from Knoll, 1905) 
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Figure 19. 
Figure 20. 
Figure 21. 
Figure 22. 
Figure 23. 
Figure 24. 
Figure 25. 
Figure 26. 
Figure 27. 
Cross section through the central and three lateral cells 
which comprise the stinging hair of Dalechampla 
Roezllana. (Redrawn from Knoll, 1905) 
Calcium oxalate crystal protruding through the collapsed 
apical stinging cell wall of Dalechampla Roezllana. 
(Redrawn from Knoll, 1905) 
Subepidermal stinging cell initial flanked by two lateral 
cell initials In Dalechampla Roezllana. (Redrawn from 
Knoll, 1905) 
Stinging hair of Dalechampla Roezllana possessing three 
twisted lateral cells. (Redrawn from Knoll, 1905) 
Stinging hair of Loasa. (Redrawn from Meyen, 1837) 
Stinging cell tip of Loasa papaverifolia. Line a-b 
indicates the line of fracture. (Redrawn from Haberlandt, 
1886) 
Same as Figure 24 but with the tip broken off along line 
a-b. (Redrawn from Haberlandt, 1886) 
"Pulvlnate swelling" of the inner wall (arrow) in the 
apical region of the stinging cell of Loasa. (Redrawn from 
Kuster-Wlnkelmann, 1914) 
Partial regeneration of the apical region in a previously 
decapitated stinging cell of Urtica dloica. (Redrawn from 
Kuster, 1903) 
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Barber and Shone (1966) investigated the uptake of silica in Urtica. 
Plants grown in nominally silica-free culture solutions showed little 
capacity to sting. When a solution of silica was added to the culture 
solution, however, stinging ability developed within two weeks; this they 
assumed to be due to hardening of the stinging hairs through deposition 
of silica. 
Toxin Identification 
An aspect of stinging hairs that has long attracted speculation is 
the correct identification of the stinging principle. No review of this 
subject, however, has been published. A complete list of investigators, 
genera studied, and toxic substances reported, appears in Table 2. Major 
studies are dealt with in the following discussion. 
Hooke (1665) simply likened a nettle sting to salt rubbed into a 
wound. Gorup-Besanez (1849) and Bergmann (1882) reported that formic acid 
was the stinging principle of Urtica. Haberlandt (1886) doubted that 
stinging hairs possessed formic acid and believed instead that the cell 
sap contained an albuminoid substance in solution, which in many respects 
resembled an enzyme. 
Winternitz (1907) suggested potassium as an active agent of the 
Urtica sting. Gibson and Warham (1890) added tartaric acid to the growing 
list of toxic compounds attributed to Urtica. Dragendorf (1905) isolated 
formic acid, an unidentified enzyme, and a glycoside from stinging hairs 
of Urtica dioica and U. urens. He determined that each hair contained 
0.00006 micrograms of formic acid. 
Ritterhausen (1892) believed that the toxic principle in Tragia was 
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formic acid, and therefore similar to that of the nettles. Knoll (1905), 
however, disagreed and attributed the sting to a protein-like substance. 
In Loasa, Tassi (1886) reported the toxic principle to be free 
acetic acid. Petrie (1906) claimed that free formic acid as well as free 
acetic acid was present in the stinging cells of Laportea. He considered 
that the amount of these acids in a large hair was sufficient to cause a 
severe sting. 
Nestler (1925) thought that formic acid was a minor component of 
hairs of Urtica, present only in insignificant quantities. He felt that 
the major reaction resulted simply from mechanical puncturing, possibly 
also from an enzyme. Flury (1919, 1927) concluded that the stinging 
principle of Urtica dioica was not formic acid, an enzyme, or a 
toxalbumin, but was instead a nonvolatile, unsaturated, nitrogen-free 
acidic compound with properties resembling the resin acids. He reported 
similar results in Loasa (Flury, 1927). 
The first investigators to employ pharmacological techniques, that 
is, bioassays testing the effect of stinging hair extracts on living 
systems, were Emmelin and Feldberg (1947). They reported that the sting­
ing cell of Urtica urens contained at least three active substances: 
histamine, acetylcholine,and an unidentified smooth muscle-contracting 
substance. They found histamine present in a concentration of 1:500-1000 
and concluded that it was responsible for the itching sensation. 
Acetylcholine was present in a concentration of about 1:100, but its 
possible effects were not determined. Both compounds occurred in other 
leaf tissues as well as in the hairs, but in weaker concentrations. They 
speculated that these substances are synthesized in the leaves, 
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transported to the hairs, and concentrated there. Nelson (1951) reported 
that each hair contained approximately 10 micro g. of fluid and agreed 
with Emmelin and Feldberg (1947) on the concentrations of acetylcholine 
and histamine. 
Collier and Chesher (1956) explored the possibility that the 
unidentified smooth muscle-contracting substance described by Emmelin and 
Feldberg (1947) might be 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin). Their results 
indicated that this substance is present, but they also admitted the 
possibility of additional compounds. 
Robertson and MacFarlane (1957) investigated Laportea moroides 
("Gympie bush") using pharmacological techniques and reported that the 
fluid in the hairs contained 0.01-0.25 micro g. of acetylcholine-like 
activity, 0.025-0.05 microns of histamine-like activity and 0.001 micro g. 
of 5-hydroxytryptamlne-like activity per hair. Intradermal injections of 
dialyzed hair extract free of acetylcholine, histamine, and 5-
hydroxytryptamine also caused the characteristic reaction. Specific 
blockage of the action of acetylcholine, histamine, and 5-hydroxytryptamine 
also did not prevent pain. They concluded that a stable, non-dialyzable 
substance resistant to heat, neutral in reaction and unaffected by 
proteolytic enzymes, was the pain-producing substance. 
Pilgrim (1959), using techniques similar to those of Robertson and 
MacFarlane (1957), reported that frog muscle twitched rapidly and irregu­
larly in the presence of hair extract of Urtica ferox. He postulated that 
this resulted from a calcium imbalance in the muscle, and suggested that 
a calcium-sensitive factor was present in the hair. He also concluded 
that these compounds were absent: oxalate, formate, sulphate, fluoride. 
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phytate, and any chelating substances similar to EDTA (ethylene diamine 
tetra acetic acid). 
MacFarlane (1963) agreed with Emmelln and Feldberg (1947) and Collier 
and Chesher (1956) that acetylcholine, histamine, and 5-hydroxytryptamlne 
were present in the sting of Laportea. He contended, however, that a 
substance not dlalyzed through cellophane appeared much more active in 
producing pain than acetylcholine, histamine, and 5-hydroxytryptamlne. 
This unknown compound, he believed, was not protein, polypeptide, 
glucoslde or alkaloid. 
Saxena, Pant, Klshor and Bhargave (1965) and Saxena, Tangl, and 
Bhargave (1966) investigated hairs of Urtlca parvlflora and Girardinia 
heterophylla (Urticaceae) for the presence of acetylcholine, histamine and 
5-hydroxytryptamine and noted that they occurred In both species. In 
addition, in both studies, they postulated that a hlstamine-liberatlng 
agent occurred in the stinging cell cytoplasm. 
Attempts to identify the toxic principle or substances of stinging 
hairs have produced mostly negative or conflicting evidence. Recent 
authors (Emmelln and Feldberg, 1947; Collier and Chesher, 1956; 
Robertson and MacFarlane, 1957; Saxena et al., 1965, 1966) have identified 
5-hydroxytryptamine, histamine and acetylcholine in stinging hairs of some 
members of the Urticaceae. There is still doubt, however, that such 
compounds are responsible for the Irritations produced by the hairs. 
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Table 2. Chemical constituents reported in plant stinging hairs 
[U=Urtica; T^Tragia; 0=Loasa; G=Girardinia; A^Laportea] 
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Bergmaan (1882) 
Collier and Chesher (1956) 
Dragendorff (1905) 
Emmelin and Feldberg (1947) 
Flury (1919) 
Flury (1927) 
Gibson and Warham (1890) 
Giustiniani (1896) 
Gorup-Besanez (1849) 
Haberlandt (1886) 
Hooke (1665) 
Knoll (1905) 
Krober (1928) 
Nestler (1925) 
Petrie (1906) 
Pilgrim 
Rauter (1872) 
Ritterhausen (1892) 
Robertson and MacFarlane (1957) 
Saxena et al. (1965, 1966) 
Starkenstein and Wasserstrom 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Plant Materials 
Species used in this study (voucher specimens as indicated 
deposited in ISC herbarium) were: Urtica dloica L. (Thurston 146), 
Urtica chamaedryoides Pursh (Thurston 148), Cnidoscolus stlmulosus 
(Michx.) Gray (Thurston 147), Loasa triphylla Ruiz and Pavon (Thurston 
149), and Tragia saxicola Small (Thurston 150). Urtica diolca ("common 
nettle") was collected along the banks of Squaw Creek, Brookside Park, 
Ames, Iowa. Urtica chamaedryoides was collected in Alachua county, 
Florida. Cnidoscolus stlmulosus and Tragia saxicola were obtained through 
the courtesy of Dr. Jean Wooten^, Florida State University, Talahassee, 
Florida. Seeds of Loasa triphylla were obtained from Hortus Botanicus 
Universltatis, Uppsala, Sweden. Plants were grown in soil and were main­
tained under normal light and temperature conditions in the greenhouses of 
the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Iowa State University. 
Light Microscopy 
The initial phase of this study was mainly concerned with the 
ontogenetic development of the stinging hair in Urtica diolca. Several 
fixatives were used; CRAF II and III, FAA (Sass, 1958) and Serra's solu­
tion (Serra, 1946). The best results, however, were obtained after 
fixation in FAA for 12 hours at room temperature followed by dehydration 
^Present address: Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa 50010. 
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In an ethanol-xylene series (Sass, 1958) and embedding in 61 C Tissuemat. 
Sections were cut 8-10 microns on a Spencer 820 rotary microtome, stained 
in safranin (Johansen, 1940)-chlorazol black E, or safranin 0-fast 
green-chlorazol black E (Horner, Lerstan and Bowen, 1966) and mounted in 
piccolyte. 
These techniques failed to provide satisfactory sections of mature 
stinging hairs in many cases. Various ways of cooling the material and 
microtome were tried, with little success. The celloidin technique (Sass, 
1958) also proved unsatisfactory. 
Embedding with methacrylates (Feder and O'Brien, 1968) and epoxy 
resins (Anderson and Ellis, 1965; Luft, 1961; Mollenhauer, 1S64; Glauert 
and Glauert, 1958) did prove satisfactory. Mature stinging hairs from 
the stem were fixed in 10% aqueous acrolein made with glass-distilled 
water at 4 C for 12-24 hours. Dehydration and embedding were also 
carried out according to Feder and O'Brien (1968). The final mixture of 
methacrylate contained 7% (v/v) polyethylene glycol 400 (plasticizer), 
Polymerization was carried out for 12-24 hours at 60 C to Insure the 
proper hardness. 
Methacrylate sections 1-4 microns thick were cut with a glass knife 
on a Reichert ultramicrotome. Sections were collected in a drop of 
distilled water. The slide was heated to speed drying and the sections 
were stained in toluidine blue in 0.02 M sodium benzoate buffer at pH 4.3 
(Sidman, Mottla and Feder, 1961) and mounted permanently in piccolyte or 
Permount. 
Alternate fixation and embedding techniques were later employed which 
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provided better results. Material was fixed in 3% acrolein-3% 
glutaraldehyde (Hess, 1966), or in 3% O.IM phosphate-buffered 
glutaraldehyde (Sabatini, Bensch and Barnnett, 1963). Most material was 
fixed for 12 hours at 4 C and dehydrated (Appendix A). Various embedding 
techniques and media were used to obtain the best infiltration, cutting 
and staining properties. Epon (Luft, 1961), Araldite (Glauert and 
Glauert, 1958) and Araldite-Epon (Anderson and Ellis, 1965) were employed. 
Most specimens were finally infiltrated and embedded in a medium slightly 
modified from that of Anderson and Ellis (1965) (Appendix A). -Sections 
were cut and handled in a manner similar to that described for 
methacrylate sections. 
The specimens embedded in Araldite-Epon mixture were stained in 
aqueous safranin 0 or toluidine blue (Sidman et al., 1961). Sections were 
collected wet and placed on a single microscope slide, each in a drop of 
distilled water. The slide was warmed to speed drying. The sections were 
mounted permanently in piccolyte or Permount and coverslipped. Photomicro­
graphs were taken on a Leitz Ortholux microscope fitted with an Orthomat 
automatic 35 mm camera. Phase contrast and bright field photomicrographs 
were taken using Adox KB-14 or Kodak Panatomic-X film. 
Stinging hair growth on living plants was investigated employing a 
Leitz Aristophot apparatus modified to photographically record hair length 
changes over a period of two weeks. Photographs were taken at 24 hour 
intervals using Kodak Tri-X film. 
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Electron Microscopy 
Most material was fixed in 3% O.IM phosphate-buffered glutaraldehyde 
at 4 C for 12-24 hours and post-fixed in 1% osimum tetroxide (Palade, 
1952) in 0.05M phosphate buffer for 1 hour at 4 C (Appendix A). 
Because infiltration difficulties were encountered, certain modified 
infiltration techniques were also employed to provide better results. 
Stinging cell tips were removed immediately prior to fixation. This 
procedure provided satisfactory cytoplasmic fixation and infiltration 
however, the injured cell began to initiate a "filling mass" (Kallen, 
1882) in reaction to the injury. The "filling mass" formation was 
eliminated by removing the stinging cell tips while immersed in the 
fixative. In some cases small punctures were made instead in the 
stinging cell base to allow entry of the fixative and embedding medium 
while retaining the apical region for examination. 
The procedure for dehydration with increasing concentrations of 
ethanol and the detailed process of embedding in Araldite-Epon (Anderson 
and Ellis, 1965) are outlined in Appendix A. Sections of Araldite-Epon 
embedded material were cut with a DuPont diamond knife on a Reichert 
ultramicrotome; section thickness ranged from 50-100 millimicrons as 
determined by diffraction colors. The sections were expanded with xylene 
vapors (Anderson and Ellis, 1965) and picked up on carbon-coated and 
Formvar-supported 100 mesh copper grids. Grids were observed unstained 
or differentiated in methanol uranyl acetate (Stempak and Ward, 1965) or 
lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963; Venable and Coggeshall, 1965), or a combina­
tion of the two. 
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Several grids containing stained sections were placed in a 1% 
aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) in a paraffin lined petri dish 
for 5 minutes (Stoermer, Pankratz and Bowen, 1965) to remove silica from 
the stinging cell walls of selected genera. Grids were washed six times 
in distilled water prior to re-examination. Subsequent treatment of the 
same grid in higher concentrations of HF, or for longer periods of time, 
provided no added effects. 
Specimens were observed on an RCA EMU-3F or Hitachi HU-llC electron 
microscope operated at 50 KV. Micrographs were taken on Cronar Ortho-S-Litho 
film and developed in Kodak D-19 developer for 1.5-2.0 minutes at 68 F. 
Routine photographic procedures were employed in enlarging and printing 
the negatives on Kodabromide F single weight paper. 
Histochemistry 
The Periodic acid-Schiff's (PAS) reaction for total water insoluble 
carbohydrates was used (Hotchkiss, 1948; McManus, 1948). Tissue was fixed 
in FAA (Sass, 1958) or 3% buffered glutaraldehyde (Sabatini et al., 1963) 
for 12-24 hours at 4 C, dehydrated in an ethanol series, and embedded in 
Araldite-Epon (Anderson and Ellis, 1965) or 61 C Tissuemat. The PAS 
staining procedure is outlined in Appendix B. Photomicrographs were 
taken on a Leitz Ortholux microscope fitted with an Orthomat automatic 
35 mm camera using Kodak Panatomic-X film. 
Acridine Orange (Bertalanffy, 1963) was used to identify RNA within 
the stinging cell. The tissue was fixed in ether-ethanol (1:1) or 3% 
buffered glutaraldehyde (Sabatini et al., 1963) and embedded in 
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Araldite-Epon (Anderson and Ellis, 1965) or 61 C Tissuemat. The staining 
procedure is outlined in Appendix B. ENA extraction coupled with 
acridine orange staining was used as a control. Photomicrographs were 
taken using Kodak Panatomic-X film on a Leitz photo-fluorescence 
microscope employing a barrier filter of 530 microns and lamp housing 
filters BG 38 and UG 1. 
Toxin Analysis 
A quantity of 12 grams of plant material bearing intact stinging 
hairs of Urtica chamaedryoides were homogenized in 150 ml of acetone. 
The homogenate, thus obtained, was allowed to stand at 0 C for 3 hours. 
Later, the supernatant was centrifuged and the resulting supernatant was 
concentrated down to 2.5 ml under reduced pressure. 
Thin layer chromatographic plates, 0.25 mm thick, were prepared from 
silica gel G (Brinkmann Labs) following standard procedures (Stahl, 1965). 
A solvent consisting of ethyl-acetate, 2 parts; 1-butanol, 2 parts; 30% 
ammonium hydroxide, 1 part; and enough ethanol to produce a single phase 
solution was used to develop the ascending chromatographs. A quantity of 
20 microliters of plant material was spotted next to 0.435 micrograms of 
serotonin (5-HT) and 0.390 micrograms of histamine. The resulting chromato­
graphs were developed for 3 hours at room temperature and were stained 
with iodine vapor for histamine or viewed under ultraviolet light (254 & 
366 millimicrons) or stained with Ehrlich's reagent for serotonin. 
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OBSERVATIONS 
Morphology and Fine Structure 
Stinging hairs have generally been interpreted as trichomes in the 
literature, but they are more accurately described as emergences. The 
term trichome is usually restricted to outgrowths involving only the 
epidermis. An emergence, on the other hand, is an outgrowth which involves 
both epidermal and sub-epidermal cell layers (Sachs, 1873). It is on 
this basis that I will refer to stinging hairs as "stinging emergences". 
Stinging emergences, except in Tragla, possess 5 morphological 
regions: 1) the neck, a constriction near the distal end of the stinging 
cell; 2) the tip, the region above the neck; 3) the shaft, that region 
between the bulbous base and the neck; 4) the bulbous base, that portion 
of the stinging cell in contact with the pedestal; and 5) the pedestal, a 
multicellular supporting region. 
Urtlca 
Two types of trichomes, the bristle and glandular hairs, are found 
on Urtica dioica and chamaedryoides in addition to stinging emergences. 
The stinging emergences of both species are morphologically similar, and 
the following description therefore applies equally well to both, except 
where noted. 
General morphology of the stinging emergence The emergence 
consists of a conical tapering stinging cell with a small apical knob and 
a large bulbous base which is embedded in a cup-like multicellular 
pedestal (Fig. 30, 44, 53-56). 
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Urtlca dloica (Fig. 28) bears stinging emergences (Fig. 30) 1000-
1500 microns in length, with the stinging cell 700-1250 microns long and 
90 microns at maximum width (Fig. 53, 54). Urtica chamaedryoides (Fig. 
29) possesses slightly larger stinging emergences, which are 2000-2250 
microns long, with the stinging cell 1500-1750 microns long and 100 
microns at maximum width. 
The multicellular pedestal accounts for approximately one-third to 
one-fourth of the overall emergence length (Fig. 30). Pedestals of 
stinging emergences on leaves are composed of epidermal and subepidermal 
chlorenchyma (Fig. 45, 55, 56, 61). Stinging emergence pedestals on the 
stem are separated from the cortex by the peripheral cylinder of stem 
collenchyma (Fig. 43, 44, 46). The relationship of the pedestal to the 
stinging cell is shown in Figures 45, 53-55. 
Wall structure of the stinging cell In general, the wall gradual­
ly increases in thickness basipetally to near the base, where it becomes 
thinner. There is a cuticle-like layer over the entire emergence (Fig. 
87, 88), but no tests were carried out to determine its composition. In 
addition, the outer surface of the wall possesses two forms of wall 
markings; drumlin-like ridges (Fig. 30, 88) arranged helically oblique 
around the vertical axis (Fig. 62); and small dome-like protrusions (Fig. 
73,74). 
The stinging cell tip is a symmetrical bulb which is at an oblique 
angle to the long axis, probably due to unequal growth in the neck region 
of the wall (Fig. 65-68, 73). 
The stinging cell wall can be divided into six intergrading zones 
from the tip to the bulbous base. A diagrammatic representation and 
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summary of wall zone characteristics is given in Figure 112. 
Zone 1, consisting of the tip and neck, is composed entirely of 
silica bodies (Fig. 73, 75-77, 79), which form a dense region in which 
no cellulose matrix was observed even after removal of silica by 
hydrofluoric acid (Fig. 78). There are two distinct silica layers, each 
with a different orientation. Figures 76 and 77 (small arrows) show a 
peripheral region ("A" layer) in which silica occurs in a circumferential 
orientation perpendicular to the cell axis; a much wider interior layer 
of silica ("B" lay«r) is orientated parallel to the stinging cell axis 
(perpendicular to the "A" layer). The silica bodies in zone 1 appear 
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similar to those of zones 2 and 3, all measuring 350-650 A in diameter 
and possessing small light regions (Fig. 85, 86). 
In zone 2 (Fig. 112) a cellulosic wall interior to silica layer "B" 
(Fig. 80, 82) appears. As in zone 1, no cellulosic matrix was observed 
in the region occupied by silica layers "A" and "B". The boundary between 
zones 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 71 and 72. 
Zone 3 (Fig. 112) is the most extensive wall region. Clearly defined 
silica layers are absent; however, scattered silica bodies occur at the 
periphery of the cell wall in the region corresponding to layer "A" (Fig. 
83-86, 90). The drumlin-like wall protrusions that occur in this zone 
also possess silica bodies (Fig. 84). The cellulose arrangement in zone 
3 resembles the orientation of silica body layers "A" and "B" in zones 1 
and 2. The outer region (equal to layer "A") possesses circumferentially 
oriented cellulose fibrils which in longisection appear perpendicular to 
the stinging cell axis, while fibrils in the inner region (equal to "B" 
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plus rest of cell wall) appear orientated parallel to the cell axis. 
Etching with hydrofluoric acid removed the individual silica bodies 
embedded in the outer cellulosic matrix and appeared to disturb the 
cellulosic fibrillar orientation (Fig. 87). 
Zone 4 (Fig. 112), the second most extensive zone, is devoid of 
silica bodies. The cellulose orientation remains the same as in zone 3. 
Drumlin-like markings in this zone possess a cellulosic fibrillar arrange­
ment that differs from the two previous layers (Fig. 88). 
Zone 5 (Fig. 89, 91, 120) is the uppermost portion of the bulbous 
base, that region in contact with the walls of the lateral sheathing 
pedestal cells. This thickened compound wall seems to lack plasmodesmata 
or pits. The fusion of walls is so complete that it is difficult to 
differentiate the middle lamella between them. 
Zone 6 (Fig. 92, 112) is the basal portion of the stinging cell wall, 
the region in contact with the subtending pedestal cells. Plasmodesmata 
are of general occurrence throughout the wall in this region (Fig. 92). 
Primary pit fields were not seen. 
A wound reaction sometimes occurs in response to mechanical injury 
(Fig. 63, 64, 81). A new cell wall, termed the "filling mass", is formed 
in zone 2, resealing the protoplasm. The new wall or "filling mass" 
appears to be composed of a primary cell wall (Fig. 81). 
Protoplasm of the stinging cell One to several large vacuoles 
fill most of the shaft, and many smaller ones surround the nucleus. 
Cytoplasm fills the tip, occurs only as a thin peripheral layer in the 
shaft, and is again dense in the base. 
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The large nucleus is generally located in the dense cytoplasm of the 
base; however, during some stages in development, it may be found in the 
shaft (Fig. 36). A typical stinging cell nucleus of Urtica measures 25-35 
microns in diameter (Fig. 57-60). At the light microscope level at least 
one large vacuole appears within the nucleus of living and sectioned 
material (Fig. 59, 60, 101). At the electron microscope level, this large 
vacuole and numerous smaller ones are surrounded by a tonoplast and a 
nuclear envelope. This envelope is irregularly invaginated with numerous 
nuclear pores (Fig. 102-104). The largest vacuole appears to contain 
unidentified fibrous material (Fig. 105). 
Cytoplasm of the stinging cell The cytoplasm of the mature 
stinging cell contains numerous PAS-positive particles (Fig. 70, arrows) 
and a greater amount of RNA than other epidermal cells (Fig. 69, arrows). 
In addition, the cytoplasm does not appear to contain numerous 
dictyosomes, and those that are found are usually rather small (Fig. 106). 
Dictyosomes appear scattered throughout the cytoplasm, with no particular 
orientation to vacuoles or cell wall. 
Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is very abundant, particularly in the tip 
(Fig. 97, 98). It consists of a branched, tubular network of cisternae, 
often parallel in profile. The cisternae are sometimes dilated and appear 
to give rise to vesicles (Fig. 106). 
Piastids possess a simple lamellar system and a dense stroma contain­
ing osmiophilic granules (Fig, 107) and small starch grains (Fig. 109). 
Such piastids appear markedly different from those observed in leaves and 
pedestal cells, which display a more extensive system of lamellae, starch 
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grains and osmiophillc granules (Fig, 99). 
Numerous irregular or ovoid vacuoles occupy the region surrounding 
the nucleus (Fig. 102, 103). Densely staining bodies with a crystalline 
array occur within many of these small paranuclear vacuoles (Fig. 103, 
110, 111). The shaft of the stinging cell contains fusiform vacuoles 
which extend upward from the base. 
Microbodies occur scattered throughout the cytoplasm. Most of them 
possess a uniform light staining matrix with dark staining nucleoids (Fig. 
106, 110). 
Fibrils generally occur in parallel bundles in the peripheral 
O 
cytoplasm. Each fibril is approximately 80 A in diameter and of 
considerable, but unknown, length (Fig. 108). Fibrils were never 
observed attached to the plasmalemma. 
The plasmalemma appears irregular in profile (Fig. 89, 91, 92). 
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Small, densely staining particles, measuring 300-500 A in diameter, are 
either associated with, or outside, the plasmalemma in zones 5 and 6 
(Fig. 92, 107). 
Ribosomes usually occur throughout the cytoplasm. They were 
occasionally seen associated with ER (Fig. 93, 109) . 
Spherosome-like, membrane-bound bodies (Sorokin, 1967) appear in the 
tip and are associated with ER (Fig. 94, 96). In some instances, these 
bodies appear directly associated with the tonoplast of vacuoles, suggest­
ing that they are depositing material within the vacuole (Fig. 99). 
Silica-like particles appear associated with dictyosomes (Fig. 94, 
0 
95) and ER in the tip region. These bodies are smaller (250-350 A) than 
the individual silica bodies within the wall. Many of the silica-like 
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particles appear to have been dislodged in sectioning, giving the 
appearance of small light regions (Fig. 82). 
General morphology of the pedestal cells Each pedestal cell 
contains a nucleus which is much smaller (5-7 microns) than that of the 
stinging cell. The cytoplasm contains vacuoles, ER, plastids with normal 
appearing photosynthetic lamellae, starch grains, mitochondria with 
well-developed cristae and dense groundplasm, dictyosomes and microbodies 
(Fig. 93, 99, 100). No microtubles or dark staining particl.es associated 
with the plasmalemma were observed in the pedestal cells. 
Stinging emergence ontogeny The stinging emergence develops to 
maturity within the apical bud. It is initiated by the protrusion of a 
single protoderm cell (Fig. 47), in which endomitosis is the first visible 
sign (Fig. 31, 32). The bulbous symmetrical tip differentiates just after 
initiation (Fig. 33) and further elongation of the stinging cell is by 
intercalary growth (Fig. 34). The pedestal is initiated when the enlarging 
stinging cell is about 100-115 microns in length (Fig. 36-38, 49). At 
this time, adjacent epidermal cells undergo several anticlinal divisions 
(Fig. 35-37, 48, 49) followed by numerous divisions of the epidermal and 
subepidermal layers (Fig. 38-44, 50-52). A central columella, composed 
of subepidermal cells, is clearly defined, while the remaining pedestal 
tissue is epidermal in origin (Fig. 43, 44, 52). This pattern of stinging 
emergence development is the same in both Urtica diolca and U. 
chamaedryoides. 
Toxin identification The chromatographs, when stained with iodine, 
produced a dark brown spot in the area of the histamine extract with an 
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value of 0.45. In the area of the serotonin extract, a spot appeared 
when viewed under ultraviolet light (254 and 366 millimicrons) with an 
value of 0.53. No spots occurred with corresponding values from 
the plant extract. The sensitivity of this test is such that it should 
be possible to detect 0.40 micrograms of histamine and 1.0 micrograms of 
serotonin from the plant extract. This indicated that if histamine and 
serotonin occur in Urtica chamaedryoides they must occur in a concentra­
tion below 4.2 micrograms of histamine and 10 micrograms serotonin. 
Bristle hair The bristle hair is an elongate epidermal cell 
measuring 75-270 microns in length with a symmetrical tapered apex. 
There is no pedestal formed. Two bristle subtypes can be distinguished, 
one on stipules (Fig. 115) and the other on leaves (Fig. 113» 114, 116). 
Foliar and stipular bristle hairs contain a nucleus measuring 5-7 microns 
in diameter. The foliar hair external wall possesses numerous markings 
(Fig. 116) that extend for almost the entire hair length. These markings 
are absent in the stipule hair. 
Glandular hair A glandular hair, measuring 50-70 microns in 
length at maturity, consists of four gland cells atop a stalk one or two 
cells in length (Fig. 117-120). This epidermal hair is initiated within 
the apical region before the stinging emergence and bristle hair (Fig. 
120). Just after initiation, the developing glandular hair exhibits a 
positive geotropism, which distinguishes it from the bristle hair and 
stinging emergence. No attempt was made to determine glandular hair 
function or whether a secretion product existed. 
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Cnldoscolus 
General morphology of the atlilglng émergence The emergence 
consists of a conical tapering stinging cell with a small knob and a 
large bulbous base which is embedded in a cup-like multicellular pedestal. 
Cnldoscolus stimulosus (Fig. 121) possesses two stinging emergence 
types. One form, type A, possesses a symmetrical tip and is found on the 
stem, petiole, and major leaf veins (Fig. 122, 123); the second form, 
type B, also possesses a symmetrical tip but occurs along the leaf 
margins (Fig. 124). Type A emergences are 4000-4500 microns in length, 
with the stinging cell 3900-4400 microns long and 200 microns at maximum 
width (Fig. 162). Type B emergences are always smaller, but they vary 
greatly in length, with an average diameter of 100 microns (Fig. 147). 
In both emergence types, the multicellular pedestal accounts for only 
one-tenth to one-thirteenth of the overall emergence length. 
The following observations pertain to the type A emergence, except 
where noted. The terminology used in reference to Cnldoscolus is the 
same as that used for Urtica. 
Wall structure of the mature stinging cell In general, the wall 
gradually increases in thickness basipetally, being thickest within the 
pedestal. The wall appears to be covered by a cuticle-like layer, but 
no tests were carried out to determine its composition (Fig. 175-178, 182, 
183) . The outer wall layer possesses drumlin-like wall markings arranged 
helically oblique around the vertical axis and extending the length of the 
cell (Fig. 160-162, 173, 174). 
The stinging cell tip is a symmetrical bulb which is at a slightly 
oblique angle to the long axis (Fig. 159, 160), probably due to unequal 
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growth in the neck region of the wall. The type B cell also possesses a 
symmetrical tip; however, no unequal growth in the neck region occurs 
(Fig. 141). 
The wall is composed of cellulose which is impregnated with lignin 
and appears uniform in composition,from tip to base. There are, however, 
alternating dark and light staining regions within the wall which are 
oriented parallel to the cell axis (Fig. 177). 
The bulbous base region in both emergence types possesses numerous 
simple and ramiform pits (Fig. 146, 147, 166-168, 170, 179, 180). In 
type A cells, the basal wall possesses a distinct middle lamella, which 
appears to be lacking in type B cells. Two new layers not found elsewhere 
occur on the inner portion of the basal region of the wall. The layer 
next to the cytoplasm appears somewhat fibrous and has little affinity 
for uranyl acetate. The layer adjacent to the lignified portion of the 
wall is laminated (Fig. 181, arrows). Both layers appear to cover all of 
the basal region of the wall, including most of the pit regions. They 
are absent only where plasmodesmata are present (Fig. 180). In 
stinging cells mechanically ruptured prior to fixation, these layers are 
absent (Fig. 179). 
Protoplasm of the stinging cell One to several large vacuoles 
fill most of the shaft and many smaller ones surround the nucleus. Cyto­
plasm fills the tip, is a thin peripheral layer in the shaft, and is again 
dense in the base. 
The nucleus, 25-35 microns in diameter, is located in the dense 
cytoplasm at or near the base (Fig. 171, 172, 186-188). The nuclear 
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envelope la highly Irregular and contains many pores and enclosed portions 
of the cytoplasm which contain segments of the ER (Fig. 186, 187, 189-
191). Chromatln-like bodies are prevalent in the nucleoplasm surrounding 
the large nucleolus (Fig. 184, 186). 
Cytoplasm of the stinging cell There are numerous dictyosomes, 
each composed of several cisternae (Fig. 189, 194). The periphery of 
these cisternae are associated with both attached and detached vesicles. 
Dictyosomes appear scattered with no particular orientation to vacuoles or 
the cell wall. 
Endoplasmic reticulum is very abundant, consisting of a branched, 
tubular network of cisternae. The cisternae are sometimes dilated and 
appear to give rise to vesicles (Fig. 189, 194). 
Plastlds are typically larger than mitochondria (Fig. 185, 186), 
and have a simple lamellar system, a dense stroma with osmiophilic 
granules and small starch grains. Paracrystalline bodies of unknown 
composition also occur (Fig. 185, 189, 198-201). Plastlds in leaves and 
pedestal cells have the normal complement of photosynthetic lamellae, 
osmiophilic granules, and little or no starch grains (Fig. 203-205). 
They do, h'owever, sometimes possess paracrystalline bodies (Fig. 207). 
The shaft contains fusiform vacuoles which extend upward from the 
base (Fig. 143, 151, 157, 158). 
Numerous mitochondria occur, with well-developed cristae and a dense 
groundplasm (Fig. 189-191). 
Multivesicular bodies (mvb) (Friend, 1969) were found associated 
with dilated portions of the ER (Fig. 192) or were not associated with 
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any cytoplasmic structures (Fig. 190, 194). 
O 
Microtubules measuring 180 A in diameter, and of undetermined length, 
were observed parallel to, and associated with, the plasmalemma (Fig. 
193). Fibrillar arrays of undetermined length were also frequently 
observed throughout the shaft cytoplasm, oriented parallel to the cell 
axis. These arrays were never seen as closely associated with the cell 
wall as the microtubules. Each array is composed of many individual 
fibrils, each measuring 80 A in diameter (Fig. 194-197). 
General morphology of the pedestal cells Each pedestal cell 
(Fig. 169) contains a nucleus measuring 5-7 microns in diameter, vacuoles, 
mitochondria (Fig. 202), dlctyosomes (Fig. 206), crystalline arrays 
(Fig. 207-211), and plastlds (Fig. 203, 204) some of which have a 
peripheral reticulum (Fig. 205) similar to that described by Laetsch and 
Price (1969). 
Stinging emergence ontogeny The type A emergence is initiated 
either in the shoot apex or later on the individual developing organs. 
It is initiated as a protrusion of a single protodermal cell (Fig. 148-
151). The cell continues to elongate until it reaches a length of 
0.8-1.0 mm (Fig. 152). At this stage, tip differentiation begins (Fig. 
153-157). The pedestal is initiated about the time of tip differentiation 
and is composed of epidermal and subepidermal chlorenchyma. No columella 
or central column, derived from subepidermal layers, was observed (Fig. 
163-165). The stinging emergence reaches maturity in 13-15 days, 
exhibiting the familiar sigmoid growth pattern (Fig. 212). 
The type B emergence is initially similar to type A (Fig. 125-128). 
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Shortly after initiation, a thick wall develops (Fig. 129-132) which 
continues to increase in thickness until the cell measures approximately 
120-180 microns in length. At that stage a bulbous tip is initiated 
(Fig. 133-141)j and helically arranged wall markings are formed on the 
exterior of the wall. The cell continues to elongate while the epidermis 
contributes to the pedestal (Fig. 142, 144-147). The cytoplasm in the 
developing stinging cell is very sparse (Fig. 143), and the cells appear 
to die before producing a bulbous tip similar to type "A" (Fig. 159). 
Loaaa 
General morphology of the stinging emergence The emergence 
consists of a conical tapering stinging cell with a small apical knob 
and a large bulbous base to which are appressed a cluster of petaloid 
epidermal cells (Fig. 214, 215). 
Loasa triphylla (Fig. 213) bears stinging emergences (Fig. 215) 1400-
2200 microns in length, with the stinging cell 1200-2000 microns long and 
50-100 microns at maximum width. 
The multicellular pedestal accounts for approximately one-twelfth of 
the overall emergence length (Fig. 216) and consists of several petaloid 
epidermal cells (Fig. 214, 215, 217-219)-
The stinging cell tip varies in different cells from a gradually 
tapering apex (Fig. 222) to a bulbous tip (Fig. 220, 221). All forms are 
capable of stinging, as determined by personal experience. The stinging 
cell tip normally is a symmetrical bulb which is at an oblique angle to 
the long axis, probably due to unequal growth in the neck region (Fig. 
221). The simple tapered tip possesses no distinct neck region; however, 
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The cell wall just below the apex appears thinner on one side (Fig. 222). 
Wall structure of the stinging cell In general, the wall 
increases basipetally to near the base, where it becomes thinner. There 
is a cuticle-like layer over the entire emergence (Fig. 228-233), but no 
tests were carried out to determine its composition. No wall markings 
occur on the outer surface of the stinging cell wall (Fig. 215, 217, 220, 
221, 232). 
The stinging cell wall can be divided into four intergrading zones 
from the tip to the bulbous base. Zone 1, consisting of the tip, neck 
and approximately one-half the length of the shaft, is composed of a 
cellulose wall in which embedded silica bodies are scattered along the 
periphery (Fig. 228, 230-232). The cellulose fibrillar arrangement in 
this zone resembles the fibrillar arrangement in zone 3 of Urtica. The 
outer region possesses circumferentially oriented cellulose fibers, which 
in longisection appear perpendicular to the cell axis, while the inner 
region appears oriented parallel to the cell axis (Fig. 231). Etching 
with hydrofluoric acid removed the individual silica bodies embedded in 
the outer cellulose matrix and appeared to disturb the cellulose fibrillar 
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orientation (Fig. 229) . The silica bodies measure 350-650 A in diameter 
(Fig. 228), similar to Urtica. 
Zone 2, consisting of the lower one-half of the shaft, is devoid of 
silica bodies (Fig. 233). The cellulosic fibrillar orientation remains 
the same as in zone 1, in which the outer cellulose layer appears 
perpendicular to the inner layer. 
Zone 3 is the uppermost portion of the bulbous base, that portion in 
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contact with the enveloping petaloid epidermal cells (Fig. 224). The 
thickened wall here seems to lack plasmodesmata or pits connecting cells. 
The fusion of the wall is so complete that it is difficult to 
differentiate the middle lamella between them. 
Zone 4 is the most basal portion of the stinging cell wall, the 
region in contact with the adjacent pedestal cells. This region contains 
no pits and few plasmodesmata (Fig. 235). 
Protoplasm of the stinging cell One to several large vacuoles 
fill most of the shaft and many smaller ones surround the nucleus in the 
base. Cytoplasm fills the tip, occurs only as a thin peripheral layer 
in the shaft, and is again dense in the base. 
A large nucleus is generally located in the cytoplasm of the base 
(Fig. 226, 227, 234, 235). A typical nucleus measures 25-35 microns in 
diameter (Fig. 235), and possesses a highly irregular nuclear envelope 
(Fig. 234, 236). 
Cytoplasm of the stinging cell The stinging cell contains 
numerous dictyosomes, each composed of several cisternae (Fig. 238, 241, 
242). Dictyosomes appear scattered throughout the cytoplasm, with no 
particular orientation to vacuoles or the cell wall. 
Endoplasmic reticulum is very abundant, consisting of a branched, 
tubular network of cisternae. 
Plastids possess a simple lamellar system and a dense stroma with 
osmlophlllc granules (Fig. 234, 236, 238). Such plastids appear markedly 
different from those observed in leaves which display the normal comple­
ment of photosynthetic lamellae, starch grains, and osmlophlllc granules 
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(Fig. 237). 
The shaft of the stinging cell contains fusiform vacuoles which 
extend upward from the base. Numerous irregular or ovoid vacuoles occupy 
the region surrounding the nucleus (Fig. 234-236). 
General morphology of the pedestal cells Each pedestal cell 
contains a nucleus, vacuoles, ER, mitochondria with well developed cristae 
and a dense groundplasm, dictyosomes, and plastids. Pedestal cell plastids 
differ from those observed in the leaf (Fig. 237) in that they possess a 
peripheral reticulum similar to that described by Laetsch and Price (1969) 
(Fig. 239, 240). 
General morphology of barbed hair In addition to the stinging 
emergence, Loasa possesses several other trichome types. One of special 
interest is the so-called barbed hair (Greinert, 1886) which is strongly 
sllicified and has barbs comparable to the flukes of an old-fashioned 
anchor. In addition, the stalk is sometimes covered with curved spines 
as well (Fig. 223, 225). No detailed studies were made on these trichomes. 
Tragia 
The stinging emergence of Tragia differs from those discussed for 
Urtica, Cnldoscolus and Loasa. It is, however, composed of epidermal and 
subepidermal tissue, and can inflict pain by puncturing the skin, although 
by a different mechanism. 
General morphology of the stinging emergence Tragia saxlcola 
(Fig. 244, 245) bears stinging emergences which occur on all aerial organs. 
Each emergence consists of four cells; three adjacent or lateral cells and 
one central stinging cell, which is longer than the three lateral cells. 
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The entire emergence is approximately 400 microns in length (Fig. 247). 
No multicellular sheathing pedestal is present, but additional 
epidermal cells frequently elevate the stinging emergence above the plant 
surface (Fig. 258). Stinging emergences possessing this pedestal type 
are usually restricted to the stem and major leaf veins. 
The stinging cell tip is acuminate and lacks a bulbous tip (Fig. 254, 
255). A calcium oxalate crystal is located in the apical region of the 
stinging cell (Fig. 253). This crystal is ensheathed by a primary cell 
wall (Fig. 262) which extends, in various regions, to the adjacent sting­
ing cell wall (Fig. 251 arrows, 261, 263). These connections do not 
partition off the apical regions of the stinging cell from the lower 
region (Fig. 261). The stinging cell wall appears to be homogeneous in 
composition. 
The stinging mechanism of Tragia is unusual in that the crystal is 
ejected from the cell upon contact and puntures the skin (Fig. 20, 259). 
Crystal structure The crystal is an elongate tapered tetrahedron 
with several small pyramidal protrusions extending from its base (Fig. 
252, 253, 262). In some cases, two crystals were observed, always in a 
bifid cell (Fig. 260). The apical point of the basal protrusions are 
embedded in the primary wall surrounding the crystal base (Fig. 261). A 
rectangular groove extends about halfway down one of the crystal faces 
from the apex (Fig. 253, 256) measuring approximately 1.3 microns in 
depth and 0.8 micron in width. Cross sections through the crystal, 
indicated in Figure 256 at the various planes A, B and C, illustrate the 
relationship of the crystal to the apical region of the stinging cell 
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(Fig. 264-266, 268, 269). Sections stained with uranyl acetate selec­
tively remove the crystal, leaving only a light region (Fig. 263). 
Unstained sections show some portions of the crystal not seen in the 
stained sections. Crystal fragments were seen adhering to the crystal 
cell wall (Fig. 267). 
Protoplasm of the stinging cell The stinging cell protoplasm 
appears to contain a large central vacuole and numerous smaller ones, 
which are filled with a granular material (Fig. 261-264, 266, 268, 269, 
272). These vacuoles extend the length of the cell and occupy a major 
portion of the cell lumen (Fig. 261). 
Cytoplasm of the stinging cell Generally, the stinging cell 
cytoplasm occupies only a very small portion of the cell lumen, being 
restricted largely to a thin peripheral layer. The cytoplasm contains 
few dictyosomes which are usually rather small and appear scattered 
throughout the cytoplasm with no particular orientation to vacuoles or 
the cell wall (Fig. 262). 
Endoplasmic reticulum is very sparse and does not appear parallel in 
profile. 
Plastids possess a simple lamellar system and a dense stroma contain­
ing osmiophilic granules and starch grains (Fig. 270) . Such plastids 
appear somewhat different from those observed in the lateral cells (Fig. 
271). 
General morphology of the lateral cells Each lateral cell is 
highly vacuolate at maturity. No plasmodesmata or pits connect the 
lateral cells to the central stinging cell. Small raised wall markings 
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occur on the exterior cell walls (Fig. 246). 
Stinging emergence ontogeny The stinging emergence is initiated 
by the protrusion of a single subepidermal cell between adjacent epidermal 
cells. Shortly after Initiation the calcium oxalate crystal already 
appears to be fully developed (Fig. 252). No intermediate stages in its 
development were seen. Such little plant material was available for 
examination that it was impossible to study the development of the 
crystal. The epidermal cells adjacent to the developing stinging cell 
elongate concomitantly (Fig. 248-251, 257), producing three lateral 
supporting cells surrounding the central cell. Stinging emergences 
which occur on the stem and major leaf veins usually have a basal pedestal 
in addition (Fig. 258). 
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Table 3. Comparison of selected characters of stinging cells. Summary of 
original and published observations 
[O=occurs; DNO-does not occur; U=unknown; E=epidermal; SE"sub­
epidermal] 
Characters Urtica Cnidoscolus 
(type A) 
Loasa Tragié 
Average length (microns) 1000 4150 1600 400 
Mean diameter (microns) 90 200 75 15 
Wall structure and composition 
Calcium 0 DNO 0 DNO 
Lignin DNO 0 DNO DNO 
Silica 0 DNO 0 DNO 
Zones "A: and "B" 0 DNO DNO DNO 
Cuticle-like layer 0 0 0 0 
External wall markings 0 0 DNO DNO 
Cellulose cell wall 0 0 0 0 
Pits DNO 0 DNO DNO 
Pit fields 0 DNO 0 DNO 
Protoplasm 
Nuclear diameter (microns) 25 25 25 U 
Invaginated nuclear membrane 0 0 0 u 
Cytoplasm 
Plastids 0 0 0 0 
Dictyosomes 0 0 0 0 
Mitochondria 0 0 0 0 
ER 0 0 0 0 
Microbodies 0 DNO DNO DNO 
Microtubules 0 0 DNO DNO 
Plasmodesmata 0 0 0 DNO 
Plasmalemma bodies 0 DNO DNO DNO 
Multivesicular bodies DNO 0 DNO DNO 
Spherosome-like bodies 0 DNO DNO DNO 
Plastid crystals DNO 0 DNO DNO 
Fibrillar arrays 0 0 DNO DNO 
Large quantity of RNA 0 U U U 
PAS-positive particles 0 U U U 
Ontogeny 
Origin E E E SE 
Tip differentiation prior 
to elongation 0 DNO U U 
Miscellaneous 
Calcium oxalate crystal DNO DNO DNO 0 
Symmetrical bulbous tip 0 0 0 DNO 
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DISCUSSION 
The purposes of this study, as stated in the introduction, were to 
review all existing published studies on stinging emergences, to investi­
gate the comparative anatomy and comparative fine structure of 
representative stinging emergences, and to re-examine theories of stinging 
emergence toxicology. I have re-established the term emergence in 
preference to hair to conform to Sach's (1873) concept that emergences 
are structures derived from subepidermal and epidermal tissue. 
My complete literature review of stinging emergence morphology has 
revealed that little new work has been done since the last half of the 
19th century, and that our current knowledge of stinging emergences is 
still based largely on Haberlandt's (1886) work on Urtica. Only line 
drawings, many of which are superficial or inaccurate, have been published 
on stinging emergences in Urtica, Cnldoscolus and Loasa. Only one paper 
with very poor photographs of Tragia has been published (Rao and 
Sundararaj, 1951). In the following discussion the significant findings 
of this study, as well as speculation concerning certain aspects, and 
problems still unanswered, are taken up. 
The stinging cell wall of Urtica and Loasa can be divided into 
morphological zones. The major difference is a lesser amount of silica in 
Loasa. Cell wall zones 1 and 2 in Loasa are very similar to zones 3 and 
4, respectively, in Urtica, while the remaining zones (4, 5 and 6 in 
Urtica and 2,. 3 and 4 in Loasa) also appear to be similar. Zones 1 and 2 
in Urtica, and their associated silica layers "A" and "B", are absent in 
Loasa. Silica bodies of approximately equal size are associated with the 
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cell walls of both genera. 
Haberlandt (1886) reported that a sharp boundary existed in Urtica 
between the siliceous and non-siliceous portions of the stinging cell 
wall. He determined this by using hydrochloric acid to dissolve the 
cellulosic portions of the cell wall. According to my observations, a 
distinct interface does exist (Fig. 71, 72), but not at the boundary be­
tween siliceous and non-siliceous regions. Instead, it represents the 
transition region between stinging cell wall zones 2 and 3. Fine 
structure studies indicate that silica occurs below this level and 
throughout stinging cell wall zone 3. 
Uphof (1962, p. 46) noted a second silica deposit in the bulbous base 
of the stinging cell in Urtica dioica, as determined by an "ash skeleton" 
left after treatment in a muffle furnace. This statement is undocumented 
and gives the reader the impression that it was reported by Haberlandt; 
however he made no mention of this in his 1886 paper or in any later 
publication. From my observations, no silica deposits were observed in, 
or associated with, the stinging cell wall in the same region. 
Helically oblique wall markings observed in Urtica appear as part of 
the primary cell wall; Cnidoscolus. on the other hand, possesses markings 
which appear to be part of the cuticle-like layer, as determined by 
uranyl acetate-lead citrate staining. This suggests a different origin 
for wall markings in Urtica and Cnidoscolus. The stinging cell wall of 
Cnidoscolus possesses laminated and fibrous wall layers not seen in the 
other species studied. The laminated cell wall layer adjacent to the 
lignified wall might represent an intermediate stage in secondary wall 
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deposition (Fig. 180, 181). The fibrous layer interior to the laminated 
layer would then represent an even earlier stage in secondary wall 
deposition. The laminated and fibrous layers were not observed in cells 
in which the tip was removed prior to fixation (Fig. 79A, 179B). This 
might suggest not only a cessation of wall formation following decapita­
tion, but also the dissolution of the fibrous and laminated layers. 
Haberlandt (1886) described and illustrated large pits in the base 
of the stinging cell wall of Urtica dlolca (Fig. 8). His figure has since 
been reproduced in many textbooks, with little or no change. He believed 
that these pits allowed for the transport of toxin from the pedestal 
cells to the stinging cell. From my observations, there is no evidence 
at the light or electron microscope levels that such pits exist in young 
or mature stinging cells of Urtica dioica or IJ. chamaedryoldes. 
Three explanations are possible for these opposing observations: 
One, Haberlandt might have examined a misldentified specimen of Urtica, 
or perhaps even a specimen of Cnldoscolus, which does possess conspicuous 
pits similar to those Illustrated by him; secondly, such pits may have 
been fabricated to comply with his belief that toxins were produced in the 
pedestal and transported to the stinging cell via pits; thirdly, he did 
not see pits, but simply modified his drawing to conform to that of 
Rauter (1872), who had earlier Illustrated such pits, but only in cross 
sectional view. 
If pedestal cells synthesize toxins which are transported to the 
stinging cells, as many earlier workers believed, then one might expect 
such cells to be morphologically distinct. I found that pedestal cells 
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of Urtica, Cnldoscolus and Loasa possess a normal complement of organelles, 
with the exception of plastids with a peripheral reticulum in Loasa. 
If toxin transport does involve pedestal cells, there are clearly no 
special structures that have developed as a result. 
Tragia differs from Urtica, Cnidoscolus and Loasa in its general 
morphology and mode of sting. All four genera, however, can be considered 
stinging emergences which produce similar effects. 
The primary stinging cell wall of Tragia, from the present study, 
lacks pits. In addition, a cell wall ensheaths the crystal and is 
connected to the adjacent stinging cell wall by several wall trebeculae 
(Fig. 261). This unusual configuration in the distal region of the 
stinging cell agrees with the description of Knoll (1905), who described 
and illustrated the calcium oxalate crystal in the apical region of the 
stinging cell. On the other hand, my observations are contrary to those 
of Cruger (1855), Stahl (1880), Kohl (1889), Ritterhausen (1892) and Rao 
and Sundararaj (1951). 
Stinging cells in IJ,» pilulifera have been reported to be 64-ploid, 
Similar polyploidy could possibly account for the large nuclei and large 
quantities of chromatin-like material observed in this study (Fig. 101, 
102, 187, 188, 234, 235). Nuclei were reported by Knoll (1905) in the 
stinging and lateral cells of Tragia, but they were not observed in this 
study. 
The cytoplasm of the stinging cells of Urtica, Cnidoscolus and Loasa 
all possess dictyosomes, mitochondria, rough and smooth ER, ribosomes, 
vacuoles and plastids with simple lamellar systems. 
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Urtlca possesses several unique cytoplasmic features, however. Dark 
staining bodies with a crystalline array in vacuoles were seen surrounding 
the nucleus (Fig. 103). The function of these crystalline bodies is 
unknown, but they might represent a storage product related to toxin 
production. 
Numerous spherosome-like bodies are associated with the tonoplast of 
vacuoles in Urtlca, and might be associated with the mechanism of 
histamine, acetylcholine and 5-hydroxytryptamlne synthesis. If one 
assumed that only the apical cytoplasm was responsible for producing the 
stinging sensation, then the stinging principle would have to be located 
in this region. Two possibilities would then exist; one, the toxin 
might be synthesized elsewhere in the cell, but transported and stored in 
the apical region; two, the toxin might be synthesized locally. If the 
latter were correct, then spherosome-like bodies might be Involved in 
either the synthesis or transport of toxins from the synthesis site to the 
storage area. No spherosome-like bodies have been observed in the basal 
cytoplasm. 
O 
Fibrous arrays, measuring approximately 80 A in diameter, were 
sparsely distributed throughout the cytoplasm in Urtlca. Such arrays were 
not associated with cisternae, and were smaller in diameter than the 
fibrils described by Hepler and Newcomb (1964). They believed that such 
fibrils were components of cells undergoing rapid secondary wall forma­
tion. 
The stinging cell cytoplasm of Urtlca also possesses numerous silica-
like particles restricted to the apical region. Such particles have only 
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been observed In this region and it is here that thick silica wall 
deposition exists. In several instances, these particles have been 
observed associated with individual cisternae of the dictyosomes (Fig. 
95). These particles might represent a dictyosome secretion product 
responsible for the silica necessary in wall formation. Similar dense 
vesicles, associated with individual cisternae of dictyosomes have been 
observed during diatom frustule formation (Stormer et al., 1965). 
The dark staining particles associated with, or outside, the 
plasmalemma are approximately equal in size to the silica bodies in the 
stinging cell wall. They are more abundant in the basal cytoplasm 
associated with cell wall zones 4, 5 and 6 and are similar to the silica 
bodies appearing in the stinging cell wall zone 3 of Urtica (Fig. 86). 
Cnidoscolus. like Urtica, contains fibrous arrays in the shaft 
cytoplasm. The function of these fibrous arrays might be related to 
secondary wall formation, as suggested by Hepler and Newcomb (1964). 
Microtubules were also observed in Cnidoscolus parallel to, and 
associated with, the plasmalemma. Green (1964) has suggested that orient­
ed microtubules in the peripheral cytoplasm of cells undergoing rapid 
secondary wall formation might have a role in the organization and 
orientation of wall elements. Ledbetter and Porter (1963), as well as 
Hepler and Newcomb (1964), presented evidence supporting this hypothesis. 
Several multivesicular bodies were observed only in the cytoplasm 
of Cnidoscolus. The vesicles within the multivesicular bodies have been 
reported to be similar in staining properties to the margins of the 
Golgi cisternae in animal tissue (Friend, 2.969); however, nothing is known 
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of their ontogeny or function within the stinging cell. 
It is interesting to note that, on the basis of other characters, 
the families possessing stinging emergences are widely separated 
phylogenetically (Cronquist, 1968). The stinging emergences investigated 
are therefore not homologous; however, they possess many analogous 
characters in common: Toxins are produced which cause similar responses; 
each stinging cell possesses a specialized mechanism for penetrating 
skin and releasing toxins; all emergences are derived from both epidermal 
and subepidermal tissue; all possess a complex stinging cell wall; and, 
the nuclei of Urtlca, Cnidoscolus and Loasa are very large, possibly 
polyploid, and possess highly invaginated nuclear envelopes. 
In the last 150 years, numerous theories as to the substances 
involved in producing the stinging reaction have been advanced, many 
based on speculation and on the extrapolation of data derived from 
studies of other plants. Formic acid was long believed to be the active 
principle in the nettle sting, yet it has been shown not to occur there 
in active concentrations. Moreover, formic acid alone does not simulate 
a nettle sting when applied to test animals (Emmelin and Feldberg, 1947) . 
An attempt was made in this study to duplicate the results of recent 
investigators using modern qualitative techniques. Histamine and 5-
hydroxytryptamine were not found using chromatographic techniques (see 
Materials and Methods). When a chromatographic solvent was used similar 
to that employed by Saxena et al. (1966) on Urtlca. an acid amide was 
formed, which is considered to be an artifact of this procedure. 
Most of the current data on the nettle sting is based on uni-
dimensional paper chromatography and pharmacological methods. In my 
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opinion, all previous work should be carefully re-examined using higher 
resolution analytical methods. The nature of the stinging principle 
remains elusive. 
In conclusion, this study has provided for the first time a complete 
review of the morphological and toxicological literature, photographs of 
stinging cells and pedestal cells, and their ontogeny. Although much has 
been clarified, many questions have been left unanswered, and some new 
ones have been raised. Some of these problems are: The mechanism of 
silica deposition in the cell wall of Urtlca and Loasa; the mechanism of 
cell wall formation in Cnldoscolus; the function of mvb's, fibrous arrays, 
spherosome-like bodies, microtubules, and silica particles within the 
stinging cell cytoplasm; the entire question of toxin identification, 
synthesis, storage and release; and crystal ontogeny and central vacuole 
formation in Tragia. 
Far from being merely classical textbook objects of no further 
research interest, stinging emergences are instead seen to be complex 
structures with unusual characteristics at all levels of organization. 
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APPENDIX A; FIXATION, DEHYDRATION AND EMBEDDING 
Fixation 
Glutaraldehyde; 
3% glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate buffer at pH 7.2 and 12 hours at 4 G 
(Sabatinl, Bensch, and Barnnett, 1963); post-fixation with 1% osmium 
tetroxide in 0.05M buffer 
1. Preparation of phosphate buffer (Lillie, 1954); 
Final pH should be 7.2 to 7.4 
2. Dilute phosphate buffer with 50% glutaraldehyde to obtain a final 
concentration of 3% 
3. Rinse specimens three times - 20 minutes each in phosphate buffer at 
4 C prior to osmium fixation. 
Glutaraldehyde - Acrolein; 
3% acrolein and 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.2M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 
7.2 and 12 hours at 4 G (Hess, 1966); post-fixation with 1% osmium 
tetroxide 
1. Preparation of cacodylate buffer (Golowick and Kaplan, 1955): 
O.lM KHgPO^ 13 ml 
O.lM Na^HPO^ 37 ml 
0.2M sodium cacodylate [Na(CHg)2AsO2.3H20] 
O.lM HCl 
12.5 ml 
1.75 ml 
Dilute to 50 ml with distilled HgO 
Final pH should be 7.2 to 7.4 
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2. Dilute cacodylate buffer 50% glutaraldehyde and acrolein to obtain a 
final concentration of 3% acrolein and 3% glutaraldehyde. 
3. Rinse specimens three times - 20 minutes each in cacodylate buffer 
at 4 C prior to osmium fixation. 
Osmium tetroxide 
1% osmium tetroxide in 0.05M phosphate buffer at pH 7.2 and one hour at 
4 C (Palade, 1952) 
1. Preparation of phosphate buffer (Lillie, 1954); 
O.m KHgOO^ 13 ml 
O.IM Na2HP0^ 37 ml 
Final pH should be 7.2 to 7.4 
2. Dilute phosphate buffer with 2% osmium tetroxide 1:1. 
Dehydration 
All Araldite-Epon and Araldite embedded specimens were dehydrated at 
4 C as follows: 
1. 5 minutes each in 50, 70, 95 percent ethanol 
2. 3 rinses of 5 minutes each in absolute ethanol 
3. 3 rinses of 5 minutes each in propylene oxide 
4. Infiltration of the specimen was accomplished very slowly. It was 
necessary to do this to eliminate the formation of air within the 
stinging cell. Regardless of the modifications made on the infiltra­
tion process, approximately 50% of the stinging hairs would not 
infiltrate unless they have been damaged either artificially or 
naturally. Slowly add the embedding mixture dropwise, agitating 
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each time, until the final percentage of resin equals 1/4 of the 
original volume of propylene oxide. Store this mixture at 4 C for 
12 hours and repeat this process until the mixture is almost 100% 
resin. Place in 100% embedding mixture and rotate specimens in vials 
on a slow rotating mixer for 12 hours. 
5. Embeddment in shallow aluminum foil boats 
6. Stepwise polymerization at 35 C for 12 hours, 45 C for 12 hours and 
60 C for 3 days. 
Embedding 
Specimens were embedded in Epon 812 (Luft, 1961); Araldite-Epon 
(Anderson and Ellis, 1965; Mollenhauer, 1964); and Araldite 502 (Glauert 
and Glauert, 1958) 
Epon 812; 
1. Mixture A 
a. 62 ml of Epon 812 
100 ml of Dodecenyl succinic anhydride (DDSA) 
2. Mixture B 
a. 100 ml of Epon 812 
89 ml of Nadic Methyl Anhydride (NMA) 
b. Add mixture A to B in 3:2 ratio 
c. Add 0.2 ml of DMP-30 per 10 ml of Epon mixture 
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Araldite-Epon; 
1. Araldite 502 15 gm 
Epon 812 15 gm 
DDSA 30 gm 
DMP-30 1.5 ml 
Araldite; • 
1. Araldite 502 27 gm 
DDSA 25 gm 
DMP-30 1 ml 
Infiltration of specimens was carried out much slower than normally. 
This was necessary to infiltrate stinging cells which had not been 
decapitated. Regardless of what care was taken during the infiltration 
process, approximately 50% of all intact stinging cells did not 
infiltrate properly. The following schedule is for decapitated stinging 
cells. 
Infiltration schedule; 
1. 15 minutes in a mixture of 1 part embedding medium and 3 parts 
propylene oxide 
2. 30 minutes in a mixture of 1 part embedding medium and 1 part 
propylene oxide 
3. 60 minutes in 3 parts embedding medium and 1 part propylene oxide 
4. 12-24 hours in 100% embedding medium. The specimen vials were 
rotated slowly during this period. 
5. Specimens were embedded in shallow aluminum foil boats 
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6. Polymerization was done in 3 steps: 
a. 18-24 hours at 37 C 
b. 24 " " 45 C 
c. 3-6 days " 60 C. 
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APPENDIX B; HISTOCHEMISTRY 
Periodic Acld-Schiff'3 Reaction; (McManus, 1948; Hotchkiss, 1948) 
1. Remove paraffin and réhydraté slides in a graded ethanol series 
2. Place slides in 0.5% periodic acid in water for 5 minutes 
3. Rinse in distilled water 
4. Place in Schiff's reagent for 15 minutes 
5. Rinse in 3 changes of 2% sodium bisulfite for 2 minutes each 
6. Wash in running distilled water for 3-5 minutes 
7. Counterstain in chlorazol-black-E 
8. Dehydrate and mount in piccolyte or Permount. 
Preparation, of Schiff's Reagent: (Longley, 1952) 
1. 0.5 g of potassium or sodium metabisulfite 
2. 0.5 g of basic fuchsin 
3. Dissolve no.'s 1 & 2 in 100 ml of 0.15 N HCl 
4. Shake the mixture until it is converted to fuchsln-sulfurous acid 
(2-3 hours) . 
5. Add 300 mg of fresh decolorizing charcoal, shake and filter through 
fine filter paper; repeat until the final solution is clear. 
6. Store in refrigerator. 
Acridine orange fluorescence technique; (Bertalanffy, 1963) 
1. Fix specimens in ether-ethanol (1;1) or 3% buffered glutaraldehyde. 
2. Rapidly pass through 80%, 70%, 50% ethanol, distilled water, 1% 
acetic acid, and back to water again. 
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3. . Stain in 0.01% acridine orange for 3 minutes. 
4. Transfer for 1 minute into 0.15M phosphate buffer. 
5. Differentiate in O.IM CaClg for 1-2 minutes. 
6. Briefly rinse in 0.15M phosphate buffer and mount wet with a glass 
coverslip and examine. 
RNA extraction coupled with acridine orange staining: (Jensen, 1962) 
1. Prior to staining with acridine orange, réhydraté the fixed material 
in distilled water. 
2. Place a slide in IN perchloric acid for 12-24 hours at 4 C. 
3. Wash the slide in running tap water; place back in distilled water. 
4. Follow staining procedure as outlined above by Bertalanffy (1963). 
Preparation of acridine orange stain; 
1. Stock solution of 0.1% acridine orange in distilled water. 
2. Dilute stock solution to 0.01% with 0.15M phosphate buffer. 
Preparation of phosphate buffer; 
1. 1/15M KHgPO^ 
2. 1/15M NagHPO^ 
3. Mix (a) and (b) to obtain a final pH of 6.0. 
/ 
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APPENDIX C: KEY TO LABELLING 
A "A" layer NP nuclear pore 
B "B" layer NU nucleolus 
BL blister OG osmiophilic granule 
C. cellulose P plastid 
CB crystalline body PC pedestal cell 
CH chromatin-like body PD plasmodesmata 
CL cuticle-like layer PF pit field 
CW cell wall PR peripheral reticulum 
D dictyosome PT pit 
ER endoplasmic reticulum S starch 
FA fibrous array SB silica-like particle 
FM filling mass SC stinging cell 
FR fibrous layer SO spherosome-like body 
I initial V vacuole 
LC lateral cell WM wall marking 
LL laminated layer 
M mitochondria 
MB microbody 
MT microtubule 
MVB multivesicular body 
N nucleus 
NE nuclear envelope 
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APPENDIX D: FIGURES 
Figure 28. Greenhouse-grown plant of Urtica dlolca 
Figure 29. Greenhouse-grown plant of Urtica chamaedryoldes 
Figure 30. Mature stinging emergence of Urtica dlolca. Line scale 
represents 60 microns 

Figure 31. Endomltosis occurring within stinging cell initial in 
protodenn of Urtica. Line scale represents 5 microns 
Figure 32. Initiation of stinging cell by the protrusion of a single 
protodermal cell. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 33. Initiation of the bulbous stinging cell tip of Urtica. 
Note large nucleus in stinging cell. Line scale 
represents 10 microns 
Figure 34. Stinging cell of Urtica with a differentiated bulbous tip 
just prior to pedestal formation. Line scale represents 
10 microns 

Figure 35. 
Figure 36. 
Figure 37. 
Figure 38. 
Initiation of the pedestal by anticlinal divisions in 
epidermal cells adjacent to the stinging cell of 
Urtlca. Line scale represents 10 microns 
About same stage as Figure 34, but with stinging cell 
nucleus in the upper shaft region. Line scale 
represents 10 microns 
Periclinal divisions of epidermal cells adjacent to the 
stinging cell (arrows). Line scale represents 10 microns 
A periclinal division in a subepidemal cell (arrows). 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
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Figure 39. Early stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Line 
scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 40. Early stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Line 
scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 41. Early stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Line 
scale represents 30 microns 
Figure 42. Early stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Note 
the central columella (arrow) derived from subepidermal 
tissue. Line scale represents 20 microns 

Figure 43. Later stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Note 
the central columella (arrow) derived from subepidermal 
tissue. Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 44. 
Figure 45. 
Later stages of pedestal development in Urtica. Note 
the central columella (arrow) derived from subepidermal 
tissue. Line scale represents 20 microns 
The basal region of a stinging cell of Urtica. Note large 
nucleus and absence of pits in the stinging cell wall. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 46. The basal portion of a pedestal of Urtica attached to the 
stem. Note the band of stem coll'enchyma (arrow) . Line 
scale represents 20 microns 

Figures 47-52. Diagrammatic representation of the ontogeny of the 
stinging emergence of Urtlca, based on previous 
Figures 32-44 
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Figure 53. Cross section through the stinging cell base and suc­
cessively lower regions of the pedestal in Urtlca. 
Section through upper pedestal region and base of the 
stinging cell at "A" of insert. Line scale represents 
10 microns 
Figure 54. Cross section through the stinging cell base and suc­
cessively lower regions of the pedestal in Urtlca. 
Section through pedestal and stinging cell at "B" of 
insert. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 55. Cross section through the stinging cell base and suc­
cessively lower regions of the pedestal in Urtlca. 
Section through pedestal at "C" of insert. Line scale 
represents 20 microns 
Figure 56. Cross section through the stinging cell base and suc­
cessively lower regions of the pedestal in Urtica. 
Section through pedestal at "D" of insert. Line scale 
represents 20 microns 

Figure 57. Cross section through Urtica stinging cell just above the 
sheathing pedestal cells. Phase photomicrographs 
showing the cytoplasm which contains numerous vacuoles. 
Section below the nucleus. Line scale represents 
10 microns 
Figure 58. Cross section through Urtica stinging cell just above the 
sheathing pedestal cells. Phase photomicrographs showing 
the cytoplasm which contains numerous vacuoles. Section 
through the nucleus. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 59. Basal region of Urtica stinging cell from a whole mount. 
Note the several cytoplasmic strands attached to the 
nucleus. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 60. Basal region of Urtica stinging cell from a whole mount. 
Note the large nucleus containing a central vacuole 
(arrow). Line scale represents 10 microns 
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Figure 61. Whole mount showing sheathing cells of Urtlca. Line 
scale represents 60 microns 
Figure 62. Whole mount showing obliquely helical wall markings 
on the shaft of the stinging cell wall of Urtica. 
Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 63. Whole mount showing the filling mass in the upper shaft 
region of the stinging cell of Urtica (arrow). Low 
magnification of this area. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Figure 64. Whole mount showing the filling mass in the upper shaft 
region of the stinging cell of Urtica (arrow). High 
magnification of this area. Line scale represents 
10 microns 
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Figure 65. 
Figure 66. 
Figure 67. 
Figure 68. 
Mature stinging cells with bulbous tip in Urtica. A 
section through the bulbous tip. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Mature stinging cells with bulbous tip in Urtica. Whole 
mount showing the bulbous tip region viewed with polarized 
light. Note the line of fractur* (arrow). Line scale 
represents 20 microns 
Whole mount showing detached stinging cell tip of Urtica. 
Line scale represents 30 microns 
Whole mount showing a stinging cell bulbous tip in Urtica 
as viewed with phase optics. Line scale represents 60 
microns 
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Figure 69. Longisection through the pedestal cells and stinging 
cell base region of Urtica stained for RNA with 
acrldlne orange. Noté the intensely-stained area within 
the stinging cell (arrow). Line scale represents 50 microns 
Figure 70. Cross section through the stinging cell base of Urtica 
stained for water-Insoluble carbohydrates with PAS 
reaction. Note the numerous PAS positive particles in 
the stinging cell (arrows). Line scale represents 
30 microns 
Figure 71. Whole mount showing the stinging cell apical region 
treated with sulfuric acid to remove cellulose. The 
arrows indicate the interface between cell wall zones 
2 and 3. Line scale represents 40 microns 
Figure 72. Whole mount showing stinging cell apical region viewed 
under polarized light. The cell wall in zones 1 and 
2 are blrefringent (arrows). Line scale represents 10 
microns 
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Figure 73. Longisection through the stinging cell apical region in 
Urtica. Arrows indicate the cuticle-like blisters 
characteristic of zones 1 and 2. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 3.0 microns 
Figure 74. Enlargement of the cuticle-like blister layer. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line sale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 75. Enlargement of stinging cell wall zone 1 in Urtica. 
Silica layers "A" and "B" are present (arrows) without 
an apparent cellulose matrix. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0,5 micron 
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Figure 76. Cross section through stinging cell wall zone 1 of 
Urtica. Note silica layers "A" and "B". 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 77. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 1 of 
Urtica. Note silica layers "A" and "B". Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 78. Cross section through stinging cell wall zone 1 after 
treatment with 1% hydrofluoric acid to remove silica. 
Glutiraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 79. Cross section through silica layer "B" in the stinging 
cell tip of Urtica. Note absence of cellulose matrix. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 80. Longisectlon through zone 2 of the stinging cell wall 
in Urtica. Note silica layers "A" and "B" permeated by 
sparse cellulose matrix (arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 81. Longisectlon through zone 2 of the stinging cell wall 
of Urtlca. This Is from a previously decapitated cell. 
Note the outer cutlcle-llke layer, silica layers "A" 
and "B" and the cellulose "collar" extending Inward 
from the cell wall. This Is the Initiation of a filling 
mass. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 82. Longisection through the transition region between wall 
zones 1 and 2 of Urtica. Note the rather abrupt 
appearance of a cellulose layer (arrow) interior to 
silica layers "A" and "B". Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 83. Longisection through wall zone 3 of Urtlca. Note the 
scattered distribution of silica bodies at the periphery 
and absence of silica layers "A" and "B". 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 84. Enlargement of outer portion of zone 3. Note that 
silica bodies are present in the exterior wall marking. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 85. Further enlargement of silica bodies in the distal 
portion of wall zone 3 in Urtica» Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line 
scale represents 0.2 micron 
Figure 86. Enlargement of silica bodies in the proximal portion 
of zone 3 wall in Urtica. Note that silica bodies occur 
as individual particles in this region. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.2 micron 

Figure 87. Longisection through wall zone 3 after treatment with 1% 
hydrofluoric acid to remove silica. Note the irregular 
profile of the cuticle-like layer (arrows). 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 88. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 4 in Urtica. 
Note the lack of cellulosic fibrillar arrangement in the 
exterior cell wall marking (arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 89. Longisection through wall zone 5 of Urtica. Note the 
close association between the pedestal and stinging 
cell walls. The stinging cell wall reaches maximum 
thickness in this zone. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
3.0 microns 
Figure 90. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 3 of 
Urtica. Note the peripheral distribution of silica 
bodies without distinct "A" and "B" layers. The 
interior region of the cell wall is composed entirely 
of cellulosic fibrils without silica bodies. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 91. Longisection through the uppermost sheathing pedestal 
cell of Urtica. Note vacuoles, mitochondria and ER. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 2.0 microns 
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Figure 92. Section through cell wall zone 6 in Urtica. /Note 
primary pit field with plasmodesmata between the 
stinging cell and adjacent pedestal cell. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 93. Cytoplasm in the stinging cell base of Urtica. Note 
rough and smooth ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
0.5 micron 
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Figure 94. Cytoplasm in the upper shaft region of Urtica stinging 
cell. Note numerous silica-like particles (arrows) 
and spherosome-like bodies, many of which appear to be 
discharging into vacuoles. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 
micron 
Figure 95. Dictyosome with associated silica-like particles (arrows). 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 0.2 micron 
Figure 96. Enlarged portion of a spherosome-like body, showing that 
it is bound by a membrane (arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.3 micron 
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Figure 97. Cytoplasm in the upper shaft region of a stinging cell in 
Urtica showing a large quantity of ER and several 
spherosome-like bodies. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
0.5 micron 
Figure 98. Cytoplasm in the stinging cell tip of Urtica showing a 
large quantity of parallel ER and numerous silica-like 
particles (arrows). Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 

Figure 99. Portion of a pedestal cell of Urtlca showing a large 
plastld, several mitochondria, vacuoles and ER. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmlum fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 2.0 microns 
Figure 100. Portion of a pedestal cell of Urtlca showing a 
dictyosome and a large mlcrobbdy which appears to be 
associated with ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmlum fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
0.5 micron 
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Figure 101. Phase photomicrograph of the stinging cell nucleus 
with an included vacuole. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 20 microns 
Figure 102. Portion of stinging cell nucleus and cytoplasm of 
Urtica showing a large nuclear vacuole (arrow) and 
a complement of cytoplasmic organelles. Note 
diagonal dark line is a fold in the section. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 2.0 microns 
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Figure 103. Section through the nucleus and surrounding cytoplasm 
in a stinging cell of Urtica. Note the highly 
invaginated nuclear envelope and numerous paranuclear 
vacuoles containing crystalline material of unknown 
composition (arrows). Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
5.0 microns 
Figure 104. Enlargement of a portion of the nuclear envelope of 
Figure 103 showing many nuclear pores (arrows). 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 105. Nuclear vacuole from Urtica stinging cell containing 
unknown material. Enlargement of a portion of Figure 
102. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 106. Cytoplasm in base of Urtica stinging cell containing a 
parallel array of ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
1.0 micron 
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Figure 107. Stinging cell cytoplasm containing a plastid and 
dense staining particles (arrows) associated with the 
plasmalemma. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 
micron 
Figure 108. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Urtica showing a fibrous 
array (arrow) . Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 
micron 
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Figure 109. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Urtica showing numerous 
plastids containing a simple lamellar system, dense 
stroma, osmiophilic granules and starch grains. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 110. A vacuole in the stinging cell cytoplasm of Urtica, 
containing several densely stained crystalline bodies. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 111. Enlargement of vacuolar crystalline bodies in Figure 
110. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.2 micron 
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Figure 112. Diagrammatic representation of stinging cell wall zone 
characteristics in Urtica 
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Figure 113. Bristle hair (Borstenhaare) developing on an Urtica 
leaf. Young initial and elongating hair. Line 
scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 114. 
Figure 115. 
Bristle hair (Borstenhaare) developing on an Urtica 
leaf. Elongating hair. Line scale represents 
5 microns 
Mature bristle hair from a stipule of Urtica. Note 
small nucleus. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Figure 116. Mature bristle hairs on a leaf of Urtica. Note small 
nuclei. Line scale represents 30 microns 
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Figure 117. 
Figure 118. 
Figure 119. 
Figure 120. 
Developing glandular hairs (Kopfchendrusen) of Urtica. 
Note the two and three cell stages. Line scale 
represents 20 microns 
Enlargement showing the two-celled stage of the 
glandular hair. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Four-celled stage of a glandular hair in Urtica. Line 
scale represents 20 microns 
Medium longisection through the shoot apical region of 
Urtica showing numerous glandular hairs. Line scale 
represents 60 microns 
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Figure 121. Greenhouse-grown plant of Cnldoscolus stimulosus 
Figure 122. Mature leaf and petiole of Cnldoscolus showing 
numerous stinging emergences. Line scale 
represents 5 mm 
Figure 123. Enlargement showing numerous type "A" stinging 
emergences. Line scale represents 1 mm 
Figure 124. Whole mount showing numerous type "B" stinging 
emergences along the leaf margin in Cnidoscolus. 
Line scale represents 500 microns 
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Figure 125. Young stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergences of Cnidoscolus. Line scale represents 1 mm 
Figure 126. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing a 
stinging cell initial. Line scale represents 20 
microns 
Figure 127. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing an 
enlarged stinging cell initial. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Figure 128. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing an 
elongating stinging cell. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
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Figure 129. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing an 
elongating stinging cell with a thickened wall. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 130. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing an 
elongated stinging cell with a thickened wall. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 131. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing an 
early stage in the development of exterior wall 
markings in an elongated stinging cell. Line scale 
represents 10 microns 
Figure 132. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount polarization 
photomicrograph showing thickened lignified cell wall. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
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Figure 133. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing a 
stinging cell just prior to apical tip 
differentiation. Line scale represents 30 microns 
Figure 134. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Longisection through a 
stinging cell showing the initiation of the apical 
tip and pedestal (arrow). Line scale represents 
30 microns 
Figure 135. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Stage in the development of 
the bulbous tip. Note laminated cell wall. Line 
scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 136. Stages in the development of type "B" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Stage in the development of 
the bulbous tip. Polarization photomicrograph of the 
laminated stinging cell wall. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
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Figure 137. 
Figure 138. 
Figure 139. 
Figure 140. 
Stages in the development of type "B" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Stage in the development of the 
bulbous tip. Line scale represents 30 microns 
Stages in the development of type "B" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Enlargement of external wall markings 
which are not oriented helically oblique around the 
stinging cell shaft. Line scale represents 30 microns 
Stages in the development of type "B" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Stage in the development of the 
bulbous tip. Line scale represents 60 microns 
Stages in the development of type "B" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Stage in the development of the 
bulbous tip. Line scale represents 60 microns 
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Figure 141. 
Figure 142. 
Figure 143. 
Figure 144. 
Enlargement of a mature bulbous tip in the type "B" 
stinging cell of Cnidoscolus. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Whole mount showing pedestal cells in the type "B" 
stinging cell of Cnidoscolus. Line scale represents 
40 microns 
An immature type "B" stinging emergence of Cnidoscolus. 
Note nucleus and cytoplasmic connections. Line scale 
represents 30 microns 
Longisection through type "B" stinging emergence of 
Cnidoscolus. Note small pedestal composed of leaf 
epidermal cells. Line scale represents 20 microns 

Figure 145. Longisection through type "B" stinging emergence of 
Cnidoscolus. Note small pedestal composed of leaf 
epidermal cells. Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 146. Longisection through type "B" stinging emergence of 
Cnidoscolus. Pits at the base of the stinging cell. 
Similar pits are shown in face view and cross section 
in Figures 167, 168 and 170. Line scale represents 
40 microns 
Figure 147. Longisection through type "B" stinging emergence of 
Cnidoscolus. Note pits at the base of the stinging 
cell. Line scale represents 40 microns 
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Figure 148. Stages in the development of type "A" stinging 
emergence in Cnldoscolus. Whole mounts of living 
tissues. Stinging cell initial. Line scale represents 
40 microns 
Figure 149. Stages in the development of type "A" stinging 
emergence in Cnldoscolus. Enlargement of Figure 148. 
Note the reticulate cytoplasm. Line scale represents 
10 microns 
Figure 150. Stages in the development of type "A" stinging 
emergence in Cnldoscolus. Whole mount showing a young 
stage in stinging cell development. Line scale 
represents 60 microns 
Figure 151. Stages in the development of type "A" stinging 
emergence in Cnldoscolus. Enlargement of Figure 150 
showing many large vacuoles in the stinging cell 
cytoplasm. Line scale represents 20 microns 

Figure 152. 
Figure 153. 
Figure 154. 
Figure 155. 
Stages in the development of type "A" stinging emergence 
in CnidoBColus. Whole mount showing stinging cell tip 
Just prior to differentiation. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Stages in the development of type "A" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Whole mount showing bulbous tip 
initiation. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Stages in the development of type "A" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Whole mounts showing successive later 
stages in stinging cell differentiation. Note thin wall 
(arrow). Line scale represents 10 microns 
Stages in the development of type "A" stinging emergence 
in Cnidoscolus. Note the increase in wall thickness. 
Sequence continued in Figure 156. Line scale represents 
10 microns 
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Figure 156. 
Figure 157. 
Figure 158. 
Figure 159. 
Whole mount showing last stage in stinging cell tip 
differentiation. Note further Increase in wall thickness. 
Line scale represents 10 microns 
Whole mount showing a mature stinging cell tip in 
Cnidoscolus. Line scale represents 60 microns 
Whole mount showing stinging cell cytoplasm at the 
periphery of the stinging cell (arrow). Line scale 
represents 10 microns 
Longisectlon through the tip of a mature type "A" stinging 
cell showing the thickened apical wall region. Note the 
different wall thicknesses in this region. Line scale 
represents 10 microns 
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Figure 160. Longlsection through the bulbous tip of a mature type 
"A" stinging cell showing numerous wall protrusions 
(arrows). Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 161. Whole mount showing a mature stinging cell bulbous tip 
in Cnidoscolus. This photomicrograph was taken at 
right angles to Figure 160. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Figure 162. Whole mount showing a mature type "A" stinging emergence 
of Cnidoscolus. Note ratio of stinging cell length to 
pedestal height. Line scale represents 200 microns 
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Figure 163. Longisection through a 
Cnidoscolus. Note the 
^ subepidermal columella 
represents 100 microns 
type "A" stinging emergence of 
absence of a clearly defined 
within the pedestal. Line scale 
Figures 164-165. Longisection through a developing pedestal of 
Cnidoscolus. Note several periclinal divisions 
(àrrows) in the subepidermal tissue adjacent to 
the stinging cell. Line scale represents 30 microns 
Figure 166. Longisection through the basal wall of type "A" stinging 
cell in Cnidoscolus possessing numerous simple and 
ramiform pits. Line scale represents 20 microns 
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Figure 167. Enlargement of Figure 166. Line scale represents 10 
microns 
Figure 168. Enlargement of Figure 166. Line scale represents 5 
microns 
Figure 169. Whole mount showing pedestal cells of Cnldoscolus. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
Figure 170. Grazing wall section through type "A" stinging cell base 
Cnldoscolus. Note numerous pits. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
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Figure 171. 
Figure 172. 
Figure 173. 
Figure 174. 
Whole mount showing type "A" stinging cell nucleus in 
Cnidoscolus. Line scale represents 20 microns 
Longisection through mature type "A" stinging cell in 
Cnidoscolus showing polyploid nucleus. Line scale 
represents 20 microns 
Whole mount showing oblique helical wall markings (arrow) on 
type "A" stinging cell wall. Line scale represents 20 
microns 
Enlargement of Figure 173. Note that small retractile bodies 
(arrows) are artifacts. Line scale represents 10 microns 
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Figure 175. Cross section of Cnldoscolus showing one dark staining 
wall marking and light staining wall. Glutaraldehyde-
osmlum fixation and uranyl acetate staininj. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 176. Cross section showing light staining wall markings and 
dark staining wall. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
lead citrate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 177. Longisection through the stinging cell wall (arrowheads) of 
Cnidoscolus. Note dark and light staining bands in the wall, 
ôlutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 2,0 microns 
Figure 178. Longisection through the stinging cell and pedestal cell 
walls. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 2.0 microns 
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Figure 179A. Longisection through the stinging cell wall of 
Cnidoscolus showing a thick cell wall. Note pit and 
numerous pedestal cell organelles. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line 
scale represents 2.0 microns 
Figure 179B. Enlargement of the inner wall in Figure 179A. Note the 
lack of a laminated and fibrous layer (arrows) in this 
mechanically disrupted cell. Line scale represents 
0.5 microns 
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Figure 180. Section through a pit in the stinging cell wall adjacent 
to a pedestal cell of Cnidoscolus. Note the gradual 
disappearance of the inner laminated (LL, arrow) and outer 
fibrous (FR, arrow) cell wall layers in the vicinity of 
the plasmodesmata. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 181. Section through a pit in the stinging cell wall adjacent 
to the pedestal of Cnidoscolus showing the fibrous and 
laminated cell wall layers (arrows) in the upper pit region. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 182. Longlsectlon through a mature type "A" stinging cell of 
Cnldoscolus. Note the large central vacuole. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmlum fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 3.0 microns 
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Figure 183. Longisection through the stinging cell wall of Cnidoscolus 
showing a thick cuticle-like layer. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 2.0 microns 
Figure 184. Enlargement of a chromatin-like body as in Figure 186. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate stain­
ing. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 185. Plastid in Cnidoscolus stinging cell showing several 
osmiophllic granules and a dark stained crystalline body. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 186. Section through the nucleus of a stinging cell of 
Cnidoscolus. Note the nucleolus, highly invaginated 
nuclear envelope and numerous chromatin-like bodies. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 3.0 microns 
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Figure 187. Stinging cell nucleus and surrounding cytoplasm of 
Cnidoscolus. Note the chromatin-like bodies, highly 
invaginated nuclear envelope and the parallel 
arrangement of ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
3.0 microns 
Figure 188. Adjacent thick section of the stinging cell nucleus 
of Figure 187. Note the chromatin-like bodies (arrows). 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
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Figure 189. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing a portion 
of the invaginated nuclear envelope, dictyosomes, 
parallel ER and mitochondria. Glutaraldehyde-osmlum 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 190. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing a portion 
of the invaginated nuclear envelôpe with numerous nuclear 
pores (arrow), microbodies, multivesicular body and 
plastids. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 191. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus with numerous 
mitochondria and rough ER. There appears to be little 
or no smooth ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 1.0 
micron 
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Figure 192. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus adjacent to the 
cell wall showing dilated portions of the ER and a 
multivesicular body. Glutaraldehyde-osmlum fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 
micron 
Figure 193. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing several 
individual microtubules which were observed parallel 
to,and associated with, the plasmalemma (arrows). 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.4 micron 
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Figure 194. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing fibrous-like 
arrays of undetermined length and a multivesicular body 
(arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmiùm fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 195. Enlargement of fibrous-like arrays in Figure 194. Line 
scale represents 0.1 micron 
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Figure 196. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing tibrous-
like array. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 197. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing a 
mitochondrion associated with ER. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 198. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing the normal 
complement of cell organelles. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 199. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing parallel 
EK and a plastid containing a crystalline body. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 200. A dark staining plastid with included crystalline body. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 201. Enlargement of the crystalline body seen in Figure 200. 
Line scale represents 0.2 micron 
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Figure 202. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing a nucleus 
with nucleolus and chromatin-like bodies. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represent 1.0 micron 
Figure 203. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing several 
plastids. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 204. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing a plastid 
with a normal complement of photosynthetic lamellae and 
osmiophilic granules. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 
micron 
Figure 205. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing a plastid 
with a peripheral reticulum (PR) . Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 206. Compound cell wall between the stinging and pedestal 
cells of Cnldoscolus. Note dictyosomes in the pedestal 
cell and connecting plasmodesmata. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 207. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnldoscolus showing a plastid 
containing a crystal. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 208. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cilldoscolus showing a plastid 
containing a crystalline inclusion. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 209. Enlargement showing crystalline inclusion in Figure 208. 
Line scale represents 0.2 micron 
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Figure 210. Pedestal cell cytoplasm of Cnidoscolus showing a plastid 
containing a crystalline inclusion. Note different 
lattice matrix. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
% 
Figure 211. Enlargement showing the crystalline inclusion in Figure 
210. Line scale represents 0.2 micron 
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Figure 212. Growth curve showing development of type "A" stinging 
emergence in Cnidoscolus. Data represents the average 
of ten stinging emergences studied. Black dot on 
curve indicates when bulbous tip differentiates 
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Figure 213. Greenhouse-grown plant of Loasa triphylla 
Figure 214. Whole mount showing stinging cell base and clasping 
pedestal cells. Line scale represents 40 microns 
Figure 215. Whole mount showing mature stinging emergence of 
Loasa. Line scale represents 100 microns 
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Figure 216. 
Figure 217. 
Figure 218. 
Figure 219. 
Whole mount showing mature stinging emergence of Loasa. 
Line scale represents 200 microns 
Whole mount showing stinging cell base and petaloid 
pedestal cells of Loasa. Note the boundary, possibly 
cuticular, between them (arrow). Line scale represents 
60 microns 
Whole mount of a portion of Figure 217 showing details of 
boundary area. Line scale represents 20 microns 
Enlargement of stinging cell base in Figure 214. Note 
absence of cuticular boundary. Line scale represents 20 
microns 
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Figure 220. 
Figure 221. 
Figure 222. 
Figure 223. 
Whole mount showing variation in mature stinging cell tips 
of Loasa. Note thickened wall. Line scale represents 
10' microns 
Whole mount showing variation in mature stinging cell tips 
of Loasa. Photomicrograph taken at right angles to 
Figure 220. Note thin-walled region in the vicinity of 
the fracture line (arrow). Line scale represents 10 microns 
Whole mount showing variation in mature stinging cell tips 
of Loasa. Note lack of bulbous tip. Line scale represents 
20 microns 
Whole mount showing the barbed hair of Loasa. Line scale 
represents 40 microns 
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Figure 224. 
Figure 225. 
Figure 226. 
Figure 227. 
Longisection through the stinging cell wall zone 3 and 
sheathing pedestal cell of Loasa. Note increase in wall 
thickness at this point (arrow). Line scale represents 
10 microns 
Whole mount showing a different morphological form of 
barbed hair. Line scale represents 20 microns 
Section through stinging cell nucleus of Loasa. Note the 
large nucleolus. Line scale represents 10 microns 
Whole mount showing stinging cell nucleus of Loasa. Note 
nuclear vacuoles (arrows). Line scale represents 
10 microns 
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Figure 228. Cross section through stinging cell wall zone 1 of 
Loasa. Note numerous individual silica bodies and a 
cuticle-like layer similar to that observed in Urtica 
(Figure 87). Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
Figure 229. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 1 in 
Loasa after treatment with 1% hydrofluoric acid to remove 
silica. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 230. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 1 of Loasa. 
Note the silica bodies and their relationship to the 
cellulosic fibrillar arrangement. This is very similar 
to zone 3 organization of Urtica. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 231. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 1 of Loasa. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and lead citrate staining. 
Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 232. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 1 in Loasa. 
Note cellulosic fibrillar arrangement in the wall 
(arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and lead citrate 
staining. Line scale represents 2 microns 
Figure 233. Longisection through stinging cell wall zone 2 of Loasa. 
Note cellulosic fibrillar arrangement in wall. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 234. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Loasa showing a nucleus, nuclear 
envelope and several plastids. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 235. Adjacent thick section of Figure 234 showing zone 4 wall. 
Line scale represents 20 microns 
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Figure 236. Enlargement of Figure 234 showing nuclear envelope, 
mitochondria, plastids and several vacuoles. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 237. Plastid from leaf mesophyll cell of Loasa. Note large 
starch grain, osmiophilic granules and a well developed 
lamellar system. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
Figure 238. Stinging cell cytoplasm showing dlctyosome (arrow), 
dilated ER, and a plastid. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 1.0 
micron 
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Figures 239-240. Pedestal cell plastlds possessing osmlophlllc 
granules and a peripheral reticulum. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 241. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Loasa showing a large 
dictyosome (arrow). Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
0.5 micron 
Figure 242. Enlargement of one dictyosome showing large vesicles 
associated with individual cisternae. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line 
scale represents 0.2 micron 
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Figures 243-244. Portion of a greenhouse-grown plant of Tragla 
saxlcola 
Figure 245. Whole mount showing mature stinging emergences along the 
leaf margin in Tragla. Line scale represents 200 microns 
Figure 246. Whole mount showing basal region of a stinging emergence 
in Tragla. Note the small external wall markings on the 
lateral cell walls (arrows). Line scale represents 20 
microns 
Figure 247. Whole mount showing a mature stinging emergence of Tragla. 
Note long lateral cells surrounding the central stlhging 
cell. Line scale represents 40 microns 
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Figure 248. Stages of stinging emergence development in Traeia. 
Elongating emergence. Note surrounding lateral cells. 
Line scale represents 40 microns 
Figure 249. Stages of stinging emergence development in Tragia. 
Elongating emergence. A mature crystal is already present 
within the apical region of the stinging cell (arrow). 
Line scale represents 40 microns 
Figure 250. Stages of stinging emergence development in Tragla. 
Elongating emergence. Same as Figure 249 
Figure 251. Stages of stinging emergence development in Tragia. 
Whole mount showing young stinging emergence with fully 
developed crystal. Note the cell wall extensions that 
appear to suspend the crystal within the stinging cell 
(arrows). Line scale represents 60 microns 
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Figure 252. 
Figure 253. 
Figure 254. 
Figure 255. 
Whole mount polarization photomicrograph showing crystal 
in a young stinging cell of Tragia. Line scale represents 
40 microns 
Whole mount polarization photomicrograph showing crystal 
in a mature stinging cell. Note the groove in the 
crystal (arrow), Line scale represents 40 microns 
Whole mount of the stinging cell tip in mature stinging 
emergence. Note crystal (arrow). Line scale represents 
60 microns 
Whole mount of the stinging cell in mature stinging 
emergence. Note crystal and surrounding lateral cells. 
Line scale represents 10 microns 
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Figure 256. Diagrammatic representation of the calcium oxalate crystal 
in the stinging cell of Tragla 
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Figure 257. 
Figure 258. 
Figure 259. 
Figure 260. 
Whole mount showing mature stinging emergence in Tragia. 
Line scale represents 50 microns 
Whole mount showing "pedestal" often associated with larger 
stinging emergences of Tragia. Line scale represents 40 
microns 
Whole mount showing the crystal protruding through the 
apical stinging cell wall in Tragla. Line scale represents 
40 microns 
Whole mount showing two crystals in a bifid stinging cell 
of Tragia. Line scale represents 40 microns 
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Figure 261. Mature stinging emergence of Tragia showing crystal within 
the apical region of the central cell and two lateral cells. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. 
Line scale represents 3.0 microns 
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Figure 262. Enlargement showing crystal base and its ensheathing 
primary cell wall. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and 
uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
1,0 micron 
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Figure 263. Enlargement of a longisection through crystal apex 
within the thick ensheathing primary wall. Note the 
strands of wall material (arrow) connecting the 
ensheathing crystal wall to the stinging cell wall. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 264. Cross section through stinging cell apex and crystal at 
plane A (Figure 256). Note the rectangular groove in the 
crystal. The ensheathing crystal wall and cell wall 
extensions are evident (arrows). Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 microns 
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Figure 365. Cross section through stinging cell apex and crystal at 
plane B (Figure 256) of Tragia. Note crystal fragments 
in this unstained section (arrows). Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and unstained. Line scale represents 
1.0 micron 
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Figure 266. Cross section through stinging cell apex and crystal 
at plane C (Figure 256) of Tragla. The ensheathing 
crystal wall is rather thick at this level. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 1.0 micron 
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Figure 267. Unstained section through crystal of Tragia showing 
numerous crystal fragments. Glutaraldehyde-osmium 
fixation and unstained. Line scale represents 1.0 
micron 
Figure 268. Cross section through stinging emergence of Tragia 
below the crystal. Note the nucleus and lack of 
fibrous material within lateral cells. 
Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl acetate 
staining. Line scale represents 3.0 microns 
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Figure 269. Cross section through stinging emergence of Tragla below 
the crystal. Note the large area of the central cell 
lumen occupied by the central vacuole filled with fibrous 
material. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation and uranyl 
acetate staining. Line scale represents 3„0 microns 
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Figure 270. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Tragia showing a plastld 
possessing a dense stroma, osmiophilic granules and a 
simple lamellar system. Glutaraldehyde-osmium fixation 
and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale represents 
0.5 micron 
Figure 271. Lateral cell cytoplasm of Tragia showing a plastld 
possessing starch grains, a dense stroma, osmiophilic 
granules and a simple lamellar system. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 0.5 micron 
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Figure 272. Stinging cell cytoplasm of Tragia showing a portion of 
the central vacuole within the stinging cell. Note 
fibrous material within the vacuole. Glutaraldehyde-
osmium fixation and uranyl acetate staining. Line scale 
represents 1.0 micron 
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